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Abstract
The subject of this thesis covers a considerably varied multidisciplinary area which needs 
to be addressed to be able to achieve a text-to-speech synthesis system of high quality, 
in any language. This is the first time that such a system has been built for Maltese, and 
therefore, there was the additional problem of no computerised sources or corpora. 
However many problems and much of the system designs are common to all languages. 
This thesis focuses on two general problems. The first is that of automatic labelling of 
phonemic data, since this is crucial for the setting up of Maltese speech corpora, which 
in turn can be used to improve the system. A novel way of achieving such automatic 
segmentation was investigated. This uses a mixed parameter model with maximum 
likelihood training of the first derivative of the features across a set of phonetic class 
boundaries. It was found that this gives good results even for continuous speech provided 
that a phonemic labelling of the text is available. A second general problem is that of 
segment concatenation, since the end and beginning of subsequent diphones can have 
mismatches in amplitude, frequency, phase and spectral envelope. The use of intermediate 
frames, build up from the last and first frames of two concatenated diphones, to achieve 
a smoother continuity was analysed. The analysis was done both in time and in 
frequency. The use of wavelet theory for the separation of the spectral envelope from the 
excitation was also investigated.
The linguistic system modules have been built for this thesis. In particular a rule based 
grapheme to phoneme conversion system that is serial and not hierarchical was 
developed. The morphological analysis required the design of a system which allowed 
two dissimilar lexical structures, (semitic and romance) to be integrated into one overall 
morphological analyser. Appendices at the back are included with detailed rules of the 
linguistic modules developed. The present system, while giving satisfactory intelligibility, 
with capability of modifying duration, does not include as yet a prosodic module.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The idea for this research work stemmed from two basic requirements that have been felt 
in recent years. The first requirement is due to the intrinsic usefulness of Text-to-Speech. 
(TTS), systems for various present day applications. These include:
(a) Telecommunications Services, [1]. There are various services available, for 
example;
(i) Network voice servers which provide voice access to either e-mail or FAX via 
synthetic speech.
(ii) Directory assistance which enables customers to access directories of names 
and addresses without going through the delay or expense associated with an 
attendant
(iii)Applications such as banking services and travel reservation services.
These and similar applications require an efficient speech synthesis module that is based 
on TTS principles.
(b) An aid to handicapped persons. This is one of the main motivations. Maltese 
persons with vision handicap have in fact been one of the primary sources 
pushing towards the development of such a system. The available tools, in British 
or American English cannot be well adapted for Maltese text, because of the 
inherent differences in the linguistic module, that cannot be bridged by simple 
heuristics.
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(c) Multimedia man-machine communications. A considerable effort in recent years 
has been the push towards the integration of voice and vision into the keyboard, 
monitor environment of the computer interface. Clearly the TTS module is a 
primary module in such systems
(d) Education. A TTS system can easily be integrated into an authoring tool for the 
development of computer assisted learning, (CAL) modules. Such modules are 
being used for individual learning, and can have various applications such as 
teaching a foreign language.
The second requirement stems from the fact, that such a system does not exist for 
Maltese. One might argue whether this is necessary, since the majority of the Maltese 
people can communicate quite fluently in English. But unless modem day tools are 
available in Maltese, the language itself would be drastically effected, especially in the 
eyes of the young generation, who would get used to the tools mentioned above in 
different working environments, all in English. Such a problem has in fact been felt in 
Europe over the past years. The EEC has earmarked considerable funds for the 
development of TTS systems in various languages. This development has been reported 
in many recent research contributions. The following list mentions just a few of these, 
[2] - [8]. This is the first attempt to develop a TTS system for the Maltese language.
A TTS system requires two major components, one coming directly from the engineering 
field and based on signal processing theory, while the other coming from linguistics and 
particularly computational linguistics research on natural languages. This work reflects 
these two requirements.
Chapter 2 is a review of existing TTS systems. The linguistic processing modules are 
defined and the linguistic processing necessary for a high quality TTS system is
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highlighted. The signal processing modules making up such a system are defined and 
described, and the various methods used are contrasted.
Chapters 3 to 5 deal with the development of the Digital Signal Processing Module, and 
focus on some particular aspects developed in this work and reported in [11] and [12]. 
In particular a novel method for automatic labelling of speech, based on rates of change 
of mixed parameters trained on the boundary rather than at the centre of the phone is 
explained in Chapter 3. An algorithm that uses wavelet transform theory to mark the 
pitch epochs automatically is explained in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the problem of 
segment concatenation is explained. Methods to reduce the boundary discontinuities are 
discussed. These make use of the fact that since the segment database is pitch annotated, 
the average pitch value over a window is known. This information is used to separate out 
the spectral envelope and the harmonics in the magnitude DFT, to be able to generate 
pitch modified intermediate frames for smoother concatenation.
Chapter 6 deals with the Linguistic Processing. The primary sources used for the 
linguistic data on Maltese are [13], [14] and [15]. The rule generation sets for the 
automatic conversion of Maltese from letters to sound are included in Appendix C. 
Appendix B includes the rules for the automatic analysis of function word and verb word 
category for syntactic analysis. All this work necessary to develop the linguistic module 
for Maltese is new. The chapter includes the methodology used in the development of the 
TTS modules. In particular a hierarchical system is used, somewhat similar in principle 
to the OSI seven segment layer standard used in data communications, to ensure that 
submodules can be developed using different methods so long as they conform to 
standardised input and output definitions. This ensures that the basic framework can allow 
for changes in technology and in tools for computational linguistics, without having to 
redesign the whole system. It also allows easier comparison of modules built for the same
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purpose using different techniques. A number of structured development environments 
have appeared recently stressing the need of a common framework for TTS modular 
development, [16] - [20].
Chapters 7 and 8 highlight the results obtained, the conclusions drawn from them and 
suggestions for further work to improve the existing TTS system for Maltese.
It is appropriate at this point to describe briefly the language. Maltese is written in 
Roman script using 30 letters made up of six vowels and twenty four consonants. These 
are listed in Appendix A. Azzopardi [9] lists the following phonemes, see also Appendix 
A, as being the minimal set necessary for spoken Maltese, These are 
Vowels A, E , I , O, U, Y, Ü 
Stops P, T, K, Q, B, D, G
Fricatives F, S, X, H, V, 5  , Z
Liquids W, J
Nasals L, M
Trill/lateral R, L
Affricates C, G, Z, /dz/
The diphone database built up in this work was based on the phonemes in Azzopardi's 
work. Some salient considerations of particular importance are :
(a) the existence of two graphemes that are silent, gh, and h . Their contribution in the 
speech is an influence on the length of the vowel.
(b) the use of only two orthographic symbols I and U, to represent the four phonemes, 
I, Y , U ,ü.
The linguistics of Maltese are complicated by the fact that the origins of the language are 
Semitic, dating from the time when the Maltese Islands were part of the Arab Empire. 
However since the thirteenth century, the development of the language has been tied to
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that of the neighbouring Romance languages, in particular Sicilian and Italian. More 
recently English has had a considerable influence both on new words as well as on some 
grammar rules which have been added to allow for these new words. A recent survey, 
based on the most well known Maltese dictionary, [10] , found that the origin of the 
words is
40 % Semitic
40 % Romance (Italian)
20 % English
Unfortunately the dictionary itself is not available in computer form. The databases used 
in the linguistic processing modules were manually entered for this work. All of them are 
based on Aquilina's dictionary.
The work in this thesis included the setting up of a diphone database. This necessitated 
the creation of dummy words and phrases in which the diphones were embedded. By 
using automatic segmentation techniques, followed by a pitch synchronous analysis of 
the two phones, a fully annotated diphone database was generated.
The work includes also a linguistic analysis of Maltese sentences to obtain the sequence 
of phonetic words from which the diphone sequence for speech production is derived. 
The system was then implemented in real time using pitch synchronous overlap-add, 
(PSOLA) concatenation techniques. The text-to-speech system runs on a PC using a 
standard sound card for the speech output.
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Chapter 2
TEXT TO SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
The idea of a talking machine has been around for a long time, and the first efforts date 
to about two hundred years ago, due to von Kempelen who used a mechanical device 
with movements to generate voiced sounds. In the thirties there were the first uses of 
recorded speech for voice messages, by the British Post Office, [1]. In the forties Dudley
[2], demonstrated his vocoder. Since then the actual generation of speech sounds from 
text has developed, from the restricted text applications of the sixties, through unrestricted 
text with robotic speech output, to the high quality text-to-speech systems available today. 
The process has all along been evolutionary rather than revolutionary. Initially the 
bottleneck was technology, since the machines of the sixties and seventies could not 
produce the synthesis in real time. Today the major issue is how to produce natural 
sounding speech, and the fundamental problem is a good prosodic model that can obtain 
prosodic features directly from the written text.
The development has also worked backwards, or bottom up, in the sense that early 
systems were practically digital synthesizers which played back combinations of stored 
data without making any changes on the data to increase intelligibility and naturalness. 
Today before reaching the speech synthesis module of a TTS system, an enormous 
amount of analysis has been done on the text. This analysis is the linguistic module of 
the TTS system. Notwithstanding the long history of research and development in the 
area, and the increased capability of modern computers, the question of which speech
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synthesis model to use for the generation of the analysed text, has not yet been answered 
and is still an open question. This chapter will discuss the components making up the 
two broad parts of a TTS system, namely the Linguistic module and the Speech 
Generation module. The available TTS systems will also be briefly discussed.
2.2 TTS Modules
text
analysis
speech
generation
input text
structure
linguistic synthetic
speech
Figure 2.1
Figure 2.1 is a block diagram of a typical TTS system. It consists essentially of a 
Linguistic Module and a Speech Generation Module. The Linguistic Module starts from 
the written text input and operates on it either as words or as short phrases to obtain the 
phonemic representation of the words. Also, within the context of a phrase or sentence, 
the Module obtains for each word linguistic information such as the primary stress, the 
part of speech, and its position within a phrase. There can also be factors such as 
speaking style and semantic prominence which require information at the semantic level. 
Most current systems, while acknowledging the need for semantic information for proper 
linguistic analysis, operate at the syntactic level. The linguistic module will be treated in 
Section 2.3. The Speech Generation Module uses the speech database to obtain the 
particular parts of the database pertaining to the current phoneme, works out any changes 
due to coarticulation, and adapts for the prosodic tagging defined by the Linguistic
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Module. All the linguistic factors are therefore used by the Speech Generation Module 
to define prosody. This can be viewed as a mapping from the symbolic representation of 
the language, (words), to a continuous parametric representation. The parameters are 
duration, pitch, loudness, tempo and rhythm, and these must operate on the stored 
segments in the database. These parameters are not independent, and they should be 
viewed as part of an overall phonological model. Unfortunately, though there is 
agreement that the parameters influence each other, no model has as yet been devised that 
expresses this relationship. Within this environment there are two main ideas that drive 
forward prosodic research. The first is the use of existing theories from linguistics on 
phonology to devise rules, while the other uses stochastic models on large corpora 
annotated with prosodic information on duration, pitch, stress, part of speech, [3]. The 
stochastic modelling can be viewed effectively as an expression of the ignorance of the 
relationship between the prosodic model paiameters. Prosody will be treated in Section 
2.4. Finally the prosodic parameters are used within the rule-based synthesizers, or to 
modify the stored segments in concatenative synthesizers to generate the speech 
waveform. The speech synthesizers will be discussed in Section 2.5.
2.3 Linguistic Module
2.3.1 Computational Linguistics Terminology
Most natural languages have a set of graphemes or written symbols that make up an 
alphabet of letters used to write words. Combinations of the letters are called lexemes. 
Not all lexemes are valid words, and the process of deciding whether a combination of 
graphemes in a lexeme is a valid word, is known as lexical analysis. In many languages 
certain combinations of letters, called affixes, are used in front of a stem, (prefix) or
10
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added at the back of the stem, (suffix). These affixes give rise to morphological analysis, 
where a word is analysed to find its stem and its affixes, thereby deciding both its 
validity as a word, and hopefully its type. The minimum set of stems are stored as a 
morph, (stem), dictionary. The use of morphs has the added advantage that the stored 
database does not contain all the different inflections of a word but just the stems and the 
affixes. Morphological rules then decide which affixes are allowed to be connected to 
which stems. The type of words in a language are nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs and, 
for the purpose of TTS, a generic type of function words which include pronouns, 
prepositions, articles, conjunctions, interjections. The function words contrast with the rest 
which are known as content words. The morphological analysis is usually the first stage 
of the syntactic analysis. Every language has also some rules or conventions on how 
various type of words come together in a sentence. For example, in English, an adjective 
precedes a noun, (e.g. the blue book), while in Italian it is the opposite (il libro azzurro). 
In German, the verb or verb prefix is placed at the end of a sentence, and each noun 
starts with a capital letter. The syntactic analysis of a sentence looks at how the words 
are put together and makes decisions about how the individual words group together into 
phrases or clauses. There are two methods used. The first comes from computational 
linguistics and uses the theories of parsing, [4], [5]. The other comes from the 
engineering field and is a stochastic method, [6] based on linguistic corpora, to generate 
a statistical language model. The two could also be combined by formulating rules whose 
(various) outcomes are decided by having a statistical weight attached to the tree nodes, 
(see Figure 2.3). The syntactic analysis, while deciding on how words are put together, 
does not decide whether they are meaningful. For example, "The black intelligence 
climbed the proof", is syntactically correct but meaningless. Semantic analysis tries to 
obtain meaning from a sentence. For a human being it comes naturally, but for the
11
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computer it is a very difficult problem. One way of looking at the problem is by defining 
a context model, [7]. For a TTS system, the semantic level becomes important over a 
long block of text that includes more than one paragraph. In this context there must be 
meaningful relationships between pronouns in one paragraph and what their context was 
in the previous paragraph, (or previous sentences) to be able to attach proper importance 
to a phrase in the current sentence. It is also of fundamental importance in spoken 
dialogue discourse, where the computer must interpret the incoming speech and give a 
proper answer, within the context of the input, [8].
2.3.2 Linguistic Module Block Diagram
Grapheme to Phoneme
Morphological Analysis
Syntactical Analysis
Post - processor
Text Normaliser
Figure 2.2
Figure 2.2 shows the building blocks making up a linguistic module. The main purpose 
of the Linguistic Module is to provide information for the prosodic section of the Speech
12
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Generation Module. Because of this, there are many arguments about how detailed the 
analysis should be, trading less accurate or less detailed syntactic information, usually for 
speed. In some cases, such as Maltese, there are also no computerised linguistic corpora 
which can be used for stochastic parsing, [9]. The building blocks start from the text 
preprocessor or normaliser. The function of the text normaliser is to provide a uniform 
input to the morphological analyser which is essentially a sequence of words. The word 
sequence is then analysed by the syntactic analyser which generates the necessary input 
for the prosodic module. The syntactic analysis is a combination of morphological 
information and tagging (part-of-speech) rules, to obtain the individual part of speech for 
the words. The morphological analysis is never completely successful by itself and the 
parse or word tagging is used to arrive at a decision for each word. The grapheme to 
phoneme mapping is partly done at the syntactic analysis stage, if the word is contained 
within the dictionary and the corresponding phonemic translation exists, or has to be done 
afterwards using rule-based or other methods. The postprocessor is necessary to look at 
consecutive phonemic words and to decide whether the individual phonemic word 
requires change for a proper phonetic output.
2.3.3 Text nomialisation
Theoretically the text normaliser module should be able to deal with all types of input 
sources, such as newspapers, e-mail, books and spoken dialogue. The problems with 
having unrestricted input are various. The following are some instances. Abbreviations 
and acronyms can have different meanings for different contexts. An ATM for a banker 
is an Automatic Teller Machine, while for the communications engineer it is 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode. The date format in America is different from that in
13
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Europe. Particular applications such as e-mail have particular formats that require specific 
rules to obtain the text. There is, therefore, the view that the application calling the TTS 
should, itself, do some preprocessing, pertaining to the particular application, passing to 
the TTS a normalised form with very little punctuation, and words separated by white 
space characters. Otherwise the TTS text normaliser should have an initial set of rules 
to try to identify the type of application, and possibly its context, so that the appropriate 
normalisation rules, and the appropriate databases are used. Clearly, an initially wrong 
choice could spell disaster for the whole TTS process.
In general the preprocessor or normalisation module has to consider embedded control 
characters, acronyms, abbreviations, punctuation, numbers, dates, capitalisation and 
words. The detailed operations used to obtain the normalised text is included in Chapter 
6 .
2.3.4 Syntactic Analysis
This can be viewed as a sequence of two operations to obtain a desired result. The first 
operation is morphological analysis. Every word is examined to try to determine its 
constituent parts and its 'part-of-speech'. There are various methods available, and these 
are explained in Chapter 6. The morphological analysis will always fail in cases of 
homographs, ie (words that have the same spelling but different part of speech and 
usually a different phonemic rendering), since it is based on words. Because of this and 
the fact that for TTS the actual morphological analysis can be incomplete, a subsequent 
syntactic analysis is necessary to resolve homographs and to fill in gaps. To understand 
well how syntactic analysis operates it is important to define the concepts of language 
and grammar, [10]. A language is the set of all terminal strings that can be produced by
14
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the grammar. The grammar is a set of rules that generate terminal strings from primitive 
patterns that are non terminal. In simplistic terms the terminal strings are valid words, the 
primitive patterns are grammatical entities such as noun, noun phrases etc. , and the 
grammar is the rules of how such primitive patterns are allowed to combine to provide 
valid terminal strings which are the sentences. Formally a grammar of a language is 
defined by
C = (V„,V,,P.S) (2.1)
where V„ are the non-terminal set of variables
are the terminal vocabulary (words)
P is the production rule
S the start symbol for all productions.
Figure 2.3 shows a typical syntactical parse based on a generative grammar, [11]. The 
non-terminal primitive patterns are S , NP , VP , VERB . Typical rules are :
S := NP VP I NVP VP 
NP:=PRONOUN I PROPER 
VP:=VERB POST-VERB 
VERB ;=V-INF I V-ING I V-PAST
The terminal vocabulary definitions are
PRONOUN:=he
V-PAST; =packed
NOUN:= bags
A full parse on a sentence should yield the constituent parts of speech given that the 
grammar has all the rules. Unfortunately such a strategy is practically impossible since
15
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the number of parses expands exponentially. For L words and N intermediate nodes, this 
comes to L^. This problem is circumvented by using local parsing that is known as 
tagging. Tagging is based on the assumption that for the specific task of obtaining 
knowledge on a word, it is not necessary to have information on an extended grammatical 
structure. Instead local information is usually enough. The process is necessary for 
syntactically ambiguous words, after the morphological analysis. For such words, tagging 
involves the elimination of some hypothesis from a list of possible categories, on the 
basis of the corresponding lists for neighbouring words. There exist both deterministic 
and stochastic tagging.
NP VP
PRONOUN VERB POST-VERB
NPV-PA ST
NOUNDET
BAGSHE PACKED HIS
Figure 2.3
2.3.5 Stochastic Tagger
Stochastic Tagging, [12] is based on the assumption that a large corpora of correctly 
tagged text exists. Within the context of the TTS system, the efficiency of the stochastic 
tagger depends on how much information is provided by the initial morphological
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analysis. The tags being referred to are the parts of speech. In general these need not 
correspond exactly to conventional parts of speech. Let P(T/W) be the probability that 
given a sequence of words W the tag sequence T appears. The stochastic tagger should 
maximise this probability. In practice the corpora have entries that assign tags to words, 
and therefore, the available information is P(W/T). Using Bayes' Theorem
P(T/W) = (2,2)P(W)
where P(T) defines the probability of the sequence of tags
and P(W/T) defines the probability that a given word has a given tag in the sequence.
P(W) is the probability o f the word sequence.
For any hypothesized tag sequence, P(W) is the same. Maximising P(T/W) therefore is 
independent of P(W), and requires the maximum of P(W/T)P(T), which is given by
n
P(W/T)P(T) = p(to)J][p(t.itj.i,...ti)p(w.|ti,..w.|tj,..) (2-3)i=l
where p(to ) is the initial tag probability.
In practice, taking into account a full past history results in the problems of a full parse 
with an explosion of possibilities. Therefore the past history is restricted either to the 
previous or two previous words resulting in what are known as bigram or trigram 
statistics. For a bigram model (2.3) becomes
p(W/T)P(T) = p(to)np(‘il*i-i)PKIt,) (2-4)i=l
The problem with the stochastic tagger as in any other stochastic language model, stems 
from the fact, that in many cases a particular word W; , does not appear in the corpora. 
One way to avoid the problem is to use an equivalence class.If the word has a suffix that 
has been recognised by the morphological analysis an equivalence class is defined using
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the cumulative category statistics for the suffix, based on the words ending with the 
suffix in the corpora. The final likelihood can be obtained using Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM) techniques. Letting the sequence of words denote the time sequence of states in 
an HMM, and the states be the different tags in the tagger, a Viterbi search can be used 
to find the optimal path. Figure 2.4 illustrates the idea for a simple English sentence, "He 
left the play late". Each state transition has an associated probability, p(tj I tj.i) and each 
state has a probability p(wj It;). The stochastic tagger does not provide automatic phrase
playleft thehe late
noun
verb adv
■*-( verb artpron
noun
adj
Figure 2.4
boundaries, necessary for prosodic rhythm. Recently, the use of neural networks to 
predict English Word Category has been reported, [13]. The system uses the 
backpropagation technique with 89 binary input layers (the number of categories), 89 
binary output layers, and two hidden layers with sixteen nodes each. Bigram modelling 
is achieved by switching ON the current word category at the input, and switching ON 
the subsequent word category at the output. The system can be augmented to trigram by 
simply replicating the input stage, with the output now being the third word category. 
The results achieved are about 95% accuracy for a small training and testing set. The
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important factor that emerges is that while statistical tagging based on n-gram modeling 
cannot predict unknown data, the neural network version can.
2.3.6 Deteraiinistic tagger
This effectively can be considered a parser with a limited window. Rule-based taggers 
imply a direct accept or reject of a possible category for a word, as a function of its 
context. Recent work in finite state morphology, [14] has led to deterministic finite state 
transducers that have been introduced into commercial products. Therefore deterministic 
taggers and stochastic taggers are both used in TTS applications depending on the 
philosophy adapted for the syntactic building block.
2.3.7 Grapheme to Phoneme Conversion
The TTS systems (for English) used in the seventies were based on letter to sound rules. 
Elovitz [15] proposed a system for English having 329 rules. It was capable of 97% 
correct phonemes. It used rules of generative grammar of the type A [ B ] C = D which 
means that when character string B occurs with left context A and right context C, it gets 
pronounciation D. However no formal stress analysis was performed. Allen [16] used a 
dictionary based system. In his three tier system the top tier was a relatively small word 
database of the most frequently used words, containing direct phonetic and stress 
information. The bulk of the system was made up of a morph lexicon. Words that were 
not decomposed satisfactorily were then subjected to letter to sound rules. The morph 
lexicon also generated a phonetic transcription the stress pattern, as well as an indication 
of the word type. Since then, most grapheme-to-phoneme conversion systems used in
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commercial TTS systems have followed this pattern. There has been a development of 
including both the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and the actual syntactic analysis into 
one framework. This was first reported by Hunnicutt, [17] who included a programming 
language that included both phonetic and linguistic terminology. More recently Russi 
[18], reported on a common framework for morphological and syntactic analysis using 
Finite State Automata. This idea has also now become a standard feature of TTS systems. 
However the importance of the morph dictionary versus the rules does depend on the 
language itself. The system adopted for the Maltese TTS is described in Chapter 6.
2.3.8 Post processor
This has been adopted by all systems after the phonetic production to allow for such 
phonetic processes such as elisions, assimilations, i - insertions (specific to Maltese). 
These have to be considered after the phonemic translation since they are directly related 
to the sequential evolution of the phones within the words.
2.4 Prosody
2.4.1 Prosody Terminology
Prosody is the perception of rhythm, intonation and stress in the utterance, appearing in 
the acoustic waveform as the parameters pitch, amplitude, pitch contour and segmental 
duration. The pitch is the fundamental frequency (designated Fq) of voiced speech. 
Intonation refers to the movement of the pitch contour in the speech, and includes the 
distinctive use of patterns of pitch or melody. Figure 2.5 shows typical patterns of 
intonation for different types of sentences - declarative, question and exclamation
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(surprise) using the same sentence "/wri sejjer ix-xoghol", (You are going to work). The 
pattern is also affected by the age, sex, dialect, language and emotions of the talker. The 
emotions are considered at the semantic level, which is still beyond the possibility of 
present day TTS systems. Therefore the prosody in TTS systems is defined as a 
discourse-neutral prosody .The rhythm is the overall movement of the speech depending 
on the prosodic phrasing, the breaks, the stress pattern and the duration of the segments. 
Phonology is the study of how the basic utterances in the language are used in speech. 
It therefore has as its input, the sound patterns of the language. The aspect of phonology 
known as generative phonology tends to give particular importance to the phones and 
their allophones, so that rules are basically related to lexical distinctive characteristics. 
Intonation phonology is the aspect of tones and how tones are used within words. 
Phonetic stress is the perceived position within a word which has a combination of higher 
amplitude, longer duration, higher or more varied F^ ,. Stress cannot be heard on a time 
scale smaller than a syllable. Modern phonology has brought together the aspects of tones 
and stress within the general framework of phones, in what are known as metrical 
phonology and autosegmental phonology, [19].
2.4.2 Prosodic Features
The features being considered are prosodic phrasing, rhythm and intonation and 
segmental duration. All these are related within the metrical phonology model, though 
they are being considered separately.
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Figure 2.5 Intonation for (a) statement; (b) question; (c) surprise
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2.4.2.1 Prosodic Phrasing
Traditionally the lexical phrase output from a syntactic parse was taken as the phrase to 
be used for prosodic rhythm. This is no longer accepted as being valid. The interpause 
component, also called a performance structure, [20], depends on
(a) Eurhythmy : the basic units tend to be of the same length
(b) Hierarchy : the basic units are enclosed into larger units that are themselves 
incorporated into larger units.
(c) Symmetry : performance structures tend to be balanced, and the major pause is 
located around the middle of the sentence.
Therefore separate prosodic phrasing rules have been presented in the literature, 
[21,[22],[23]. The ideas for prosodic phrasing depend on a mixture of syntactic and non­
syntactic features. The most important non-syntactic feature is the duration (length) of the 
phrase. Prosodic phrasing, therefore, may ignore major syntactic boundaries in order to 
satisfy the constraints on phrase length. The classical example to this , quoted in [21] is: 
Syntactic Analysis: [S [This is [^p the cat that caught [j^ the rat that stole [^p the
cheese ]]]
Prosodic Phrase: This is the cat 11 that caught the rat 1 that stole the cheese.
Prosodic phrasing can be rule based [21],[22] or stochastic [23]. Rule based prosodic 
phrasing follows similar patterns to those of syntactic theory. Stochastic based prosodic 
phrasing uses for each word, syntactic information such as part-of-speech, phrase 
definitions (NP, VP, ..), information on the syntactic type of right and left neighbours, 
punctuation (comma or stop), number of words in the sentence and the word position in 
the sentence. Ostendorf et al, [23] report using a hand annotated training corpus, to obtain
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the constituent statistics of each parameter. The model was a Markov model with 
reference only to one neighbour, (bigram). The testing was done on a different, but still 
hand annotated corpus, to be able to evaluate results.
The results reported in the literature for rule-based and stochastic-based phrase parsing 
are similar. Clearly, however, the stochastic model requires a large hand annotated corpus 
to become viable.
2.4.2.2 Intonation
In many existing speech synthesis systems a simple distinction between function and 
content words, (obtained from the linguistic module), is used to assign pitch accents, that 
in turn result in a number of words assigned to a breath group. Newer systems also take 
into account the number of syllables between pauses to include phonotactic constraints 
on a breath group. The modelling of intonation is itself an open question. In fact there 
is not even agreement whether it is a part of grammar, such as syntax and lexis, [24] or 
is part of phonology. Hirst [25] mentions five intonation models out of which two seem 
to predominate. The first is due to Pierrehumbert [26], who maintains that the only 
phonetic level of representation is the Fq contour itself. The intonation variation is 
constructed from two basic tones, (or phonological levels). High and Low and 
combinations to form bitones or tritones by a set of rules. They need to be set into a 
rhythm and metrical structure for realisation.
The second is based on the work o f ' t  Hart and others [27], and uses stylised contours 
constructed by a sequence of straight lines. These contours can be defined as tones. 
Willems et al [28], proposed a small set of such stylised tones to synthesise British 
English intonation. Recently [24], this idea has been further developed, and the tones are
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postulated as basic grammar building blocks and therefore can be constructed from an 
analysis of a sentence. Three distinct kinds of phonological categories contribute to the 
intonation specification of a clause. These are the tone group, the tonic syllable, and the 
tone. They signal three different kinds of relation between grammar and intonation, (and 
indirectly context). At the sentence level the tonality defines the distribution of tone 
groups, i.e. the number of tone groups allocated by the speaker to a given stretch of 
language. The tonicity defines the choice of the tonic syllable (or focus) within a tonic 
group. The tone or tone group to be associated with the tonic, defines essentially the 
intonation pattern for a given phrase. The tone groups therefore carry the phrase level 
prosody, onto which is superimposed the word level pitch changes. These include accent, 
focus, unaccentuation, shortening, lengthening, increasing or decreasing the amplitude.
2.4.2.3 Duration
In natural speech, the duration of a segment varies as a function of contextual factors. 
The Klatt model based on a series of rules is the most widely used duration model in 
terms of phonemes. A rule is of the type
o^ut “ ~ ^^ mînp) (2.5)
where P is the phonetic segment, k  ^ is the multiplier for the jth factor being considered, 
T„ is the output from the previous rule. is the minimum duration for the phoneme. 
T„ is set to Di„i,p for the first rule applied in sequence to the phoneme P. Dj^ hp is the 
inherent (average) duration for phoneme P. The overall Klatt model, [29] is given by
D(P) = (2.6)
1=1
where Dj^ p^ have the same meaning as in (2.5).
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Rules making up the overall model are based on syllabic stress, word emphasis, 
preceding phonemes, phrasal position, within word position and segmental identity, van 
Santen [30] has proposed a different phone-based duration model using a category 
structure, or tree. This is also known as a CART model. The phoneme is first separated 
out into the appropriate contextual node, and then statistics are obtained at each node. 
The CART model uses these statistics and additive-multiplicative rules to obtain the 
duration. There have also been neural network duration models based on the back 
propagation algorithm, [31]. Neural networks should be able to acccomodate the variance 
observed in the duration of segments within the node weights, without a clear 
understanding of how the factors are affecting the duration.
However recent research has suggested the use of the syllable, rather than the phoneme 
as the basis of duration. In the syllable based model, the measure of speech timing events 
are a function of the interaction between higher domain phrasal and rhythmic processes 
operating at the level of the syllable and the internal syllable structure. The basic unit of 
timing is an abstract quantity residing on the skeletal tier of the metrical phonology 
model. This quantal is affected externally by the rhythm and the metrical structure and 
internally by the phonemic content of the syllable, [32]. One proposal for the intrasyllabic 
variation is an elasticity model using a measure given by
T = (Pg + k o j  + (\^  ^ + koj) (2.7)
where are the mean for two intrasyllable phonemes a and t
are their variances
and k is the elastic parameter which is common for both a and t, and is the factor by 
which the inherent durations have to be changed to accomodate the syllable duration.
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Both phoneme-based and syllable-based models have problems at the realisation level due 
to lack of information relating to the phrasal structure and position and prominence of 
the syllable within the phrasal structure.
2.5 Speech Synthesis Module
2.5.1 Speech Production Mechanism
Figure 2.6 is a simple schematic diagram representing the organs and articulators used 
in speech production, [33]. The speech originates as air movement from the lungs.
Nasal Cavity-^—  ^
Oral Cavity
T n n n itP  ------------o gue
Pharynx
Larynx -
Trachea
Lungs
Diaphragm
Figure 2.6
which is acted upon by the vocal folds in the larynx, generating a series of puffs of air. 
This is then influenced in its movement by the oral and nasal cavities before issuing as
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sound radiation from the lips. The other major source of speech sound is turbulent air 
flow in constrictions generated by the lips or between the tongue and various points in 
the oral cavity. To this can be added the bursts resulting from an instantaneous total 
closure of the oral cavity followed by a release. While the mechanisms of speech 
production have been understood well for a long time, the process of modelling the 
speech production mechanism accurately, has proved very difficult.
2.5.2 Speech Production Models
There are essentially four different methods that are used for speech synthesis, [34]. 
These are:
(i) Synthesis based on an Articulatory Model
(ii) Synthesis based on a Source-Filter Model using formants as the acoustic parameters
(iii) Synthesis based on a Source-Filter Model using LPC parameters as the acoustic 
parameters.
(iv) Synthesis based on direct manipulation and concatenation of speech segments. 
Figure 2.7 relates the different synthesis techniques to the synthesis model complexity, 
ranging from no model to a full articulatory model.
2.5.2.1 Speech Segments
The direct model in Figure 2.7 is simply a representation of concatenation of speech 
segments. There has been a considerable number of different types of speech segments 
mentioned in the literature as suitable for concatenation. Bhaskarao, [35] uses a set of 
nonuniform subphonemic units that consider the various speech articulation types. The
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for nasalisation, ilp radiation
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pairs for fricative production
Takes coarticulation into account and 
allows a discrete representation of 
physical control parameters
Figure 2.7
overall number is of the order of 400 subphonemic units. Two other very popular 
segments are the diphones, [36] and the demisyllables [37]. The diphone starts from the 
steady state of one phone and finishes in the steady state of the next phone and includes 
the interphone transient. Typical set size is of the order of several hundred. A 
demisyllable implies half a syllable. The front demisyliable is defined as starting from 
the initial consonant cluster up to the beginning of the syllable nucleus (vowel), while 
the rest of the nucleus and the final consonant cluster make up the other demisyllable. 
The basic requirement of having a set of segments suitable for high quality speech with 
the minimum amount of storage requirements has led to the use of nonuniform segments, 
[38]. In this case an annotated speech database is used to find the most suitable sized 
units for the required concatenation. This idea has been further developed by Campbell
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and Black, [39]. In this case the data segments have additional annotation pertaining to 
prosody, so that a given data segment has not only its phonetic definition, but also its 
intonation contour, energy level and duration. In this way the database can be searched 
for a segment both in terms of the phonetic and the prosodic requirements.
2.S.2.2 The Articulatory Model
Figure 2.8 is a block diagram of the submodules of an articulatory model [40]. Models 
for the vibration of the vocal chords, the primary source of the human voice are needed 
both for the articulatory model and for the source-filter model. The simple periodic 
impulse is a very crude approximation. The source model therefore requires the use of 
a lowpass filter, which can be considered as the transfer function of the glottal
Model Identification Purpose
source model vocal chord vibration
sagittal function 2-D vocal tract shape
area function 3rd vocal tract dimension
lip model lip shape
transfer function frequency spectrum
friction model fricition noise generation
Figure 2.8
impulses, [41]. The sagittal and area function models the shape of the vocal tract. This 
is the basic distinction between the Klatt formant synthesizer and the articulatory model.
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The formant synthesizer models the vocal tract directly by specifying formant frequencies 
and bandwidths. In the articulatory model these are developed from the model. The lip 
model is essential if a visual system is used where the lip movement contributes to the 
speech recognition in noisy environments. The articulatory building blocks are then used 
to generate resonances and formants for the transfer function, taking into account the 
losses in the soft walls, and at the opening of the nasal tract. A detailed analysis of the 
lossy vocal tract can be found in Flanagan, [42]. The articulatory model at present is a 
basic research tool for understanding of speech production, rather than a method to 
produce commercial speech synthesis applications.
2.5.2.3 The Source-Filter Model
The source - filter model , see Figure 5.1, gives rise to two main types of synthesizers. 
The first is the rule - based, phonology to acoustic model. In this model formant values 
are specified for particular phonemes, and rules are formulated that alter the basic values 
to allow for coarticulation, [29]. These values are then passed to a parallel formant 
synthesizer. One problem lies in the intricacy of the rules and the inherent difficulty to 
change rules to accommodate more detailed phenomena. There are also problems arising 
from word concatenation due to the predefined formant values that can provide a 
mismatch between the possibilities of the movement of the articulators and the values of 
the associated formants. F ant [43], stresses the need of using the results of research on 
vocal-tract articulatory analogue modelling to achieve proper rule development for rule- 
based systems.
The second type of synthesizer using the source-filter model uses Linear Prediction 
Coding (LPC) techniques and concatenation of segments to achieve continuous speech
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synthesis. The details of the LPC model are in Chapter 5. In contrast with the formant 
synthesizer, which is inherently limited to phoneme sized segments to have manageable 
rule sets, the LPC based segmentation can have different sized segments, the most 
popular one being the diphone. LPC has been adapted widely in speech communication 
standards [44], [45] that make use of the model. For a TTS system prosodic control can 
still be achieved by altering the period of the impulses, and the duration is modified by 
changing the duration of the LPC parameters in the vocal tract filter, [46]. In practice 
there are various problems, including the all pole model, and the problem of major 
discontinuities occurring at diphone boundaries due to very different formant values. 
Some of these problems have been addressed by the use of pitch synchronous techniques 
in the initial LPC generation of the parameters.
2.5.2.4 Direct Model
The fourth type of speech synthesis has become feasible by using pitch synchronous 
information that is retained with the stored data. The theoretical analysis of such a 
scheme is presented in Chapter 5. The advantage lies in the fact, that the pitch analysis 
is done off-line as a preliminary requirement while generating the speech segment 
database. It is easy to use the information at run time to alter pitch and duration, using 
an overlap-add technique. In practice there are problems with segment concatenation. 
These can be addressed either by using LPC techniques, which result practically in the 
same system as (iii) or by the use of frequency domain analysis of boundary frames to 
achieve smoother concatenation. This method is explained in Chapter 5.
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2.5.3 Commercial Text-to-Speech Systerms
Today's available TTS speech synthesizers reflect the different research paths taken for 
speech synthesis. The two main types of commercially available systems are rule based, 
such as DECTalk and its offshoots, and the KTH system developed in Sweden. Figure
2.9 illustrates the operation of a rule based TTS speech system. Most of the operations 
of the speech generation module are actually at the rule generation stage. The other type 
can be illustrated by the developments at CNET [47], CSELT [48] where the emphasis 
is more on segment concatenation using PS OLA techniques and LPC parameter 
manipulation to control concatenation problems. Figure 2.10 illustrates a TTS system 
based on a speech segment concatenation synthesizer. It is also worth noting that all of 
the systems are basically hierarchical with the possibility of different module insertion. 
This is typified by the British Telecom Laureate System[49], and the German Multivox 
system, [50]. This effectively means that the rule based and concatenative synthesis 
distinction becomes only a runtime decision and both systems can be accomodated within 
the hierarchical development system, not only at the speech synthesis stage but 
throughout all the linguistic and prosodic stages according to their different needs.
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Figure 2.9 Rule based Formant Synthesis Text-to-Speech System
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Figure 2.10 A TTS system using a segment concatenation synthesizer
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AUTOMATIC PHONEMIC LABELLING
, V  I  ■  ■
3.1 Introduction ' /
The extraction of the diphones from the dummywords in which they are buried is a 
tedious manual job. Methods for automatic extraction are therefore considered. These 
methods involve knowledge of the acoustic waveform and of the phonemic content of the 
utterance. The aim is to obtain as reliably as possible, from a knowledge of the phonemic 
content, the location in the acoustic waveform of a transition from one phone to another. 
Various methods have been mentioned in the literature. These methods can be divided 
into two broad classes.
The first class uses the unknown waveform itself to obtain knowledge of the boundaries 
without making a comparison with externally derived feature vectors. The measured 
changes are used to establish where in the acoustic waveform there exists maximum 
variability, and to take these points as those where the phonemic transition occurs. This 
type of segmentation has been called in the literature internal segmentation. The second 
class involves comparison of the unknown waveform with feature vectors representing 
known instances of different phones uttered in different phonemic contexts. By using 
appropriate distance measures, a decision is made regarding the boundaries in the 
unknown waveform. Alternatively, Hidden Markov Model, (HMM) or neural network 
training based on the parametric representation of the known phonemes is used to obtain 
a set of HMM trained phones or a neural network trained for phoneme recognition, and 
a statistical measure is used for decision making. This type of analysis based on 
comparison with known data types, is known as external segmentation.
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3.2 Internal Segmentation
3.2.1 Centre of Mass
van Hemert [1] uses the normalised correlation between the LPC smoothed log amplitude 
spectra of the i^ and frames in the utterance as a measure of frame similarity. For the 
same phoneme the correlation Cy should be high. A threshold value C^  is chosen 
heuristically to define the beginning and end of the significant part of the correlation 
curve. For a given frame i the centre of mass of the correlation curve is obtained using
r  j(Cij -  c .)
mj =   (3.1)
E  (C,j - C.)j = b,
and bj and e^  are the start and end frames of the band of frames around frame
i such that Cy > C^^
The centre of mass is effectively the ratio of the first moment of the sum, divided by the 
sum, [2]. The distance function, given by
dj = nij -  i (3.2)
defines by how much the actual centre of mass departs from the given frame number. 
Figure 3.1 shows how the distance function varies over a whole utterance. The points on 
the curve where the distance function has zero crossings from negative to positive are 
considered as the boundaries between the phonemes.
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3.2.2 Temporal Decomposition
This technique was first proposed by Atal [3] for speech coding. It has been subsequently 
used for phonetic labelling, diphone extraction and speech recognition. The method 
makes use of the fact that over a short period of time there can be a limited number of 
articulatory gestures influencing each other, Atal proposed a model given by
K
y(n) = E  W
k=l
where a,^  are a set of target vectors
(|)k(n) is a scalar target function for the kth phone
y(n) is a set of frame parameters such as log-area ratio, LAR,
parameters
In (3.3) both the target vectors and the target functions are unknown. However (3.3) can 
be inverted to give the target functions as a linear combination of the speech parameter 
frames.
i4
where w^ ; are weighting coefficients
and I is the number of elements in each speech vector
In this case the y(n)'s are known. A singular value decomposition on the y(n)'s is
computed to try to minimize the dimensions of the speech parameters. For matrix Y this 
can always be done using
Y =UDV^ (3.5)
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The singular values of D are used to account for the variance. By choosing the number 
of singular values that account for 0.95 of the original variance, and using their singular 
vectors, a reduced dimensional problem results given by
The coefficients b^ j are obtained [3] by optimizing
^  a(n)(t)k(n)
n ________  (3.7)
E  4»k(n)
0 (n j  =
N
where a(n) is a weighting factor to compact the target function
and n^  is the centre frame of the target function
By substituting (3.6) into (3.7) and taking the derivative of In 8(nJ with respect to the 
bi^  and equating to 0, an eigenvalue equation is obtained
Rb = Ah (3.8)
where the coefficients r^ j of the R matrix are given by
=% ] a(n)u.(n)u.(n) (3*9)
For a(n) =1 for n, < = n < = nj and ot(n) =0 elsewhere the largest eigenvalue of (3.8), 
and the corresponding eigen vector provides the optimal choice for the b^ .^ Hence the 
value of the target function can be calculated. Based on Atal's original ideas various 
techniques [4],[5] have been used to obtain segmentation for a given utterance. Figure 3.2 
shows the results obtained for the Maltese dummy word sebleta using LA parameters, and 
the technique mentioned in [4]. In practice it was found that burst boundaries were
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Phoneme Transitions based on Centre of Mass and Neighbouring Frame Correlation
Figure 3.1
sâbiota
Temporal decomposition based segmentation 
Figure 3.2
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very difficult to obtain using temporal decomposition, because of the small number of 
vector frames over which the transition into and out of the burst occurs. Also the intrinsic 
segmentation techniques usually give a number of boundaries that is more than the 
number of phonemes. This does not matter when a large database is being annotated. 
However for the purpose of diphone segmentation it requires further processing to align 
the boundaries to a phonetic transcription.
3.2.3 Maximum Likelihood Based Segmentation
This type of segmentation uses the intrinsic waveform and a predetermined number of 
segments. If the speech is assumed stationary with a p^ autoregressive process and a 
white Gaussian innovations process, N[0, <3^  ] the probability density of the frame 
samples is given by, [6]
CP W  “ --------------------------J -]  (3.10)
where x(n) is a time frame of K samples
a is the Ipc vector [1, a^, a2, .. a  ^]
is the energy gain of the time frame 
Rn is the (p+1) X (p+1) covariance matrix for the time samples
and C is a constant independent of K, a /  .
The log likelihood estimate for a segment i , is given by
log P (\) = + logC -  flog25io^ (3.11)2o. 2
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The likelihood for a contiguous segment of frames expresses the relationship between 
each frame in the segment and a centroid LPC vector for that segment, and is given by
1 = - l  y  + c  (3.12)
2n=b, + l Og
where (b^+l) represents the start of a segment
b|+i represents the end of a segment 
and âj is a centroid Ipc vector parameter based on the values of a^
in the range of segment i 
The last two terms of (3.11) are ignored since they are constant. The maximum likelihood 
value is the overall minimum for all segments, given by
D ^ = E  E  d(l) (3.13)
i=0 n=bi_i+l
This overall minimum is obtained by using dynamic programming techniques. This 
method assumes that each segment of speech is a Gaussian independent random vector.
3.3 External Segmentation
3.3.1 Phoneme Centroids
Kaeslin [7] describes a system based on centroids for automatic diphone extraction. The 
input is a set of words that are coded using the log area ratios, (LAR) given by
1 + kj
g‘ =
where k is the reflection coefficient.
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For speech originating from one speaker different realizations of the same phone will 
cluster in a specific zone of parameter space their position depending on coarticulation 
effects for each allophone. Kaeslin uses a centroid vector that minimizes the Euclidean 
distance between itself and the closest points on a set of trajectories of the phoneme in 
different words. An iterative procedure can be used leading to a centroid vector, as 
follows.
1. Choose a frame of the required phone.
2. Find a set of frames of similar phones in different words, whose Euclidean 
distance is less than 2.0 .
3. Verify that the frames chosen belong to the phone.
4. For each set of frames from a word, choose the frame with minimum distance 
from the seed (initial choice) centroid.
ëm.n(w) =min Y ,  d[g(k,w),g(z)]3
k=l
(3.15)
where g(k,w) is frame k of word w; g(z) is centroid frame.
5. Compute the new centroid for the chosen frames from each word.
g(z) =
^  n=4
6. Perform a set of iterations using steps 4 and 5.
Table 3.1 illustrates the iteration steps to arrive at a stable centroid, for several 
phonemes, starting from a number of valid frames from different words.
The centroid vectors are then used to obtain the diphones from the carrier words
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df [i] = 5^ w^d[g(i,w),g(f)]^ wjd[g(i+l,w),g(i,w)]2 +d[g(i,w),g(i-l,w)]^) (3-17)
i=l
where
and
N
g(f) is the front phoneme centroid,
g(i,w) is the ith frame of the carrier word,
df[i] is the distance of each frame from the centroid
Phoneme Frames Words Iterations
a 699 166 5
b 53 12 4
c 89 27 3
e 59 17 4
f 57 14 3
1 52 17 4
n 59 18 3
0 76 23 3
s 85 17 5
sil 230 38 8
u 74 20 5
V 61 18 3
Table 3.1
Similarly d^[i] is calculated, in terms of g(b), the back phoneme centroid. The diphone 
is extracted using an overall minimization algorithm, using minima on the trajectories df 
and d(j, subject to constraints on the minimum and maximum size of the diphone. Figure
3.3 shows the resulting df and dy for the carrier word nefah. There are problems in
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obtaining meaningful centroids for the plosives and the liquids j and w. The system 
requires also a considerable time consuming procedure in obtaining the relevant frames 
from a number of words, from which to obtain the centroids.
3.3.2 Dynamic Programming Techniques
Wagner [8] proposes a method based on probabilistic distance of acoustic utterances, and 
a dynamic programming technique to establish the optimal points of transition. The 
parameters energy, voicing and fundamental frequency are used to segment the utterance 
into voiced, unvoiced and silence segments. The segments are then aligned with the 
phonetic string using a phonetic distance matrix and dynamic programming techniques 
to obtain a broad class segmentation. The individual phone boundaries within a class are 
then obtained by comparison to known occurrences of the phoneme. The parameters used 
are the energy function and transition length for unvoiced phonemes and three formant 
frequencies and transition length for voiced phonemes. Using similar ideas of an initial 
broad classification followed by a knowledge based dynamic programming algorithm that 
aligns the broad classes with the phonetic transcription, Leung and Zue [9] achieved 70% 
agreement within 10 ms, between the manual transcription and the automatic alignment, 
in the generation of the TIMIT database.
A different approach is proposed by van Hemert [1]. A set of reference frames are 
chosen for each phoneme. For plosives or liquids, subphonemic frame representation (eg 
silence and burst) are used. The phonemic boundaries are obtained by minimizing the 
distance between the reference frames and the word frames, subject to constraints on the 
allowed maximum and minimum duration for each phone. The parameters are an Ipc 
based vector. The overall minimum is given by
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N g„
m in[22 ^  D(i,n)] (3.18)
subject to
min^ < ~ën-i -  for n = 1...N (3.19)
where n is the phone state index,
N the total number of phones,
i the current frame number,
and max„ and min„ are the maximum and minimum allowed durations.
The recurrence relationship for the dynamic programming optimization is
1-1
s(i,n) = m in[s(p,n-l) + J^ d (k ,n )]  (3.20)
P k=p
where s(i,n) is the optimum over the path subject to
i >= p + min^.i and i <= p + max„_i
p is the optimal predecessor
A comparative study was made using three distance algorithms. These are the LAR, the 
Itakura distance [10], and the weighted cepstral distance [11]. Figure 3.4 shows the 
percentage cumulative correct scores, compared to a manual segmentation, for the three 
types. The phoneme boundaries considered are diphone consonant clusters extracted from 
carrier words. This method has the problem, that an initial error propagates for some 
other phoneme boundaries, before error recovery is possible. This type of method depends 
critically on having both the training and the testing time waveform extracted using 
similar input equipment and environment.
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Figure 3.3
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Distance error in frames between Automatic and Manual Segmentation for 
Weighted Cepstral, Itakura, and LAR parameters expressed as a cumulative percentage
Figure 3.4
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3.3.4 Hidden Maikov Model based Segmentation
An HMM is a model that provides a probabilistic description of the different sequences 
of short term speech parameters. The HMM can model any speech unit (words, syllables, 
phones). In each case the performance depends on the acoustic parameters chosen. 
Typically [12], mel-scale cepstral coefficients and their first derivative are used. These 
are usually augmented with duration and energy parameters. The HMM based speech 
recognition system is the most popular speech recognition technique. It suffers from the 
problem of long training sequences and retraining whenever any change in the acoustic 
set is necessary. Recently [13] there has also been a move towards the use of more robust 
parameters other than mel cepstral coefficients for use in multispeaker continuous speech 
recognition. HMM's have also been used for automatic phonetic segmentation and 
labelling, [14].
3.4 Segmentation for Diphone Extraction
A method being proposed here for diphone extraction from their embedded words makes 
use of feature parameters derived directly from the acoustic time waveform as well as 
feature parameters derived from the frequency response of the spectral envelope. 
Al-Hashemy [15] used zero-crossing count, log energy, unit sample delay autocorrelation, 
first Ipc predictor coefficient and normalised prediction error to classify speech frames 
as voiced, unvoiced or silence. He found that^by using appropriate combinations of these 
parameters and minimum classification techniques based on statistical decision theorjj the 
overall discrimination is enhanced by using judicial combinations of the measured 
parameters in calculating frame distance. His results are given in Table 3.2. For the
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purpose of this work the important conclusion is the fact that different combinations of 
the basic parameters enhance the identification. Since in this case there exists a phonetic 
string, instead of combining all measurements together, the most appropriate 
measurements would be used for a given phonetic boundary to maximise difference at 
the boundary.
Houben [16] used such parameters for automatic labelling of speech based on an 
acoustic-phonetic knowledge base. Houben used zero-crossing rate and rms-energy rate 
to develop a set of acoustic-phonetic rules governing the behaviour of these two 
parameters at different phonetic category boundaries. The rules were based on 
examination of Dutch utterances of one speaker. Houben found that while the use of 
only two waveform features limited the discrimination to those sounds that are 
distinguishable using the RMS-energy and ZCR parameters, the results were robust in 
that no adaptation to the rules were needed when they were applied to other speakers. 
Yarrington [17] discusses the use of existing diphone databases for an automatic 
development of a new diphone set for other speakers. In this case acoustic analysis of the 
new speaker's carrier words, and synthetic words built from an existing diphone database 
are used. A DTW algorithm aligns the unknown word to the known segment boundaries 
in the synthetic word. In this way the required diphone can be extracted. Yarrington uses 
the first 6 Bark-cepstram coefficients as parameters, and Euclidean distance between 
spectral feature vectors. The Bark frequency scale is based on the same auditory principle 
as the mel scale, but uses a slightly different model to generate the frequency bands. The 
system being proposed here uses the parameters proposed by Al-Hashemy, and Houben's 
idea of using directly particular features for different boundaries. Since no phonetically 
annotated databases exist for Maltese, only other language databases could be used. The 
use of automatic labelling techniques that are speaker robust are therefore necessary to
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be able to automatically extract the diphone set from embedded Maltese words based on 
feature parameter values obtained from another language. The phonetically labelled 
TIMIT database was used [18]. This database is based on American English, and is meant 
primarily for speech recognition work. In this case it is used as a database for known, 
labelled phonetic string pairs. However the distinction that is required, since the phonetic 
string in the target application is known, is between different classes of phonetic 
boundary. The classes chosen are silence, vowels, voiced plosives, unvoiced plosives, 
voiced fricatives, unvoiced fricatives, voiced affricates, unvoiced affricates, diphthongs, 
liquids, nasals and /r/. Table 3.3 shows the relationship between the TIMIT phonemic 
annotation, and the class of sound into which it is assigned. In the dynamic programming 
based systems of 3.3.2, use is made of the values of acoustic feature parameters as a 
frame vector. These vectors of frame features are compared to feature vectors derived 
from known instances of the phonetic types whose boundary is being considered. Since 
absolute features tend to vary from speaker to speaker, it is difficult to use the same 
feature vectors for segmentation of material of different speakers. In this case it is the 
interframe feature variation that is being kept as a feature vector. Further the nature of 
how this rate of change of the features varies at the known boundaries, annotated in the 
TIMIT database, are being used to obtain different vectors that are able to discriminate 
the phonetic boundaries. The rate of change of features is more robust to speaker 
variability.
3.4.1 Feature Parameters
Fifty speakers were used in this analysis. Each speaker has ten sentences so that the 
overall speech material being used comprises 500 sentences. The time waveform was
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divided into frames of 20 ms, spaced 5 ms apart. The time based parameters derived for 
every frame are the number of zerocrossings, the energy and the unit sample delay 
autocorrelation. The energy was obtained as
E(k) = E  s 'W
where k is the frame number
N the number of samples per frame
and s(n) the speech waveform relative to start of the frame.
The unit sample delay autocorrelation was measured using
(3,21)
N - l
Ci(k) = ^ g s ( n ) s ( n - l ) (3.22)
where c, (k) is the autocorrelation value at unit sample delay for frame k.
The frequency domain parameters were based on the Ipc derived spectral envelope. Each 
frame was multiplied by a Hamming window, and pre-emphasized. This was followed 
by an Ipc analysis based on the autocorrelation method to obtain twelve Ipc coefficients. 
The resulting parameters were then used to obtain a frequency domain analysis of the 
spectral envelope, using
A(z) = K
1 -  E  V
i=l
(3.23)
where K
m
is the error residue from the Ipc analysis of the frame
is the i th Ipc coefficient
is the number of Ipc parameters.
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Errors
Parameter used Silence Unvoiced Voiced
Nz 36 54 37
E. 5 25 25
c , 26 53 24
«1 41 62 12
21 50 6
AU five parameters 5 17 6
Table 3.2
Errors in frame VAJV/S recognition using each parameter and using the five parameters
Phonetic Class TIMIT Phoneme
silence pau,epi,h#,pcl,tcl,kcl
vowel uh,uw,ux,er,ax,ix,axr,ax-h,ih
iy,eh,ey,ae,aa,aw,ay,ah,ao,oy,ow
voiced closure bcl,dcl,gcl,dx
voiced burst b,d,g
unvoiced burst p,t,k
unvoiced affricate ch
voiced affricate jh
unvoiced fricative s,sh,f,th,hh
voiced fricative z,zh,v,dh,hv
liquid l,el
nasal m,n,ng,em,en,eng,nx
rhotarisation r
semivowel w j
glottal stop q
Table 3.3
Phonetic Classes for the TIMIT Phonemes
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and using
-P’' f  (3.24)z = e
to obtain a DPT analysis with N =256 points. The frequency axis was warped using the 
linear-log relationship shown in Figure 3.5 to obtain a mel frequency scale. This assumes 
a linear response over the range 0 - 1000 Hz and a relationship given by
f.,1 = 1.148-fi (3.25)
for the range above 1000 Hz, with the start frequency f^  = lOOOHz. Ten band filters, each 
centred 100 Hz apart are used in the linear range. In the nonlinear range each filter is 
centred on the appropriate mel frequency as derived from (3.25) in the upper frequency 
range above lOOOHz. Each filter is assumed triangular with boundaries terminating on the 
previous and successive Mel frequency, figure 3.6, [19].
Each filter is multiplied by the appropriate DPT coefficients from the Ipc spectral 
envelope to obtain twenty spectral values of energy. These values are then grouped into 
three bands low, medium and high describing the frequency range of each band. The 
six parameters, namely, zerocrossings, energy, unit sample delay autocorrelation, 
lowband, midband and highband energies were calculated. The six parameters were 
normalised by dividing each parameter with its mean, using
Xi(k) Mx.(k)x.(k) = ,  M - i  M - i  (3.26)
JVl k=0 k=0
where i = 1 to 6 denotes each of the six feature parameters
and M the number of frames in the utterance
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The parameters used in all subsequent analysis are the rates of change of these six 
normalised parameters. Each value of rate of change was obtained as
Pj(k) = x,(k+ l)-x ,(k-l) (3.27)
where pj(k) denotes the rate of change at frame k of parameter i
and Xj(k) is the value of the parameter i at frame k
The mel-based spectral coefficients were also used directly in another way. Each frame 
has a spectral coefficient vector which can be used for a Euclidean distance measure 
between adjacent frames. The variability between adjacent frames was calculated using
dCk) = S(k-1) t  s(k) + S(kt l )  (3.28)
and s(k) is given by
s(k) = <5^ (Ci(k) -  Ci(k-1))^)^ (3.29)i=0
The value of d(k) was used as an internal measure of the variability of the frames. It is 
being assumed that the greater the local variability the more the probability of there being 
a boundary. With fourteen classes of phonemes there is a theoretical possibility of more 
than a hundred possible types of boundary. In practice the allowed combinations are 
considerably less. The TIMIT database was used to obtain instances of required class 
boundaries. For a given boundary pair a search is made on the five hundred sentences 
used, to extract the frames spanning such a boundary. Five frames were used, two on 
either side of the nominal frame at the boundary, to obtain
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i=k+2
IT  (3.30)i=k-2
where Pj(n) is the rate of change of parameter Xj at frame k.
The values of the rates of change of the six feature parameters are obtained, and averaged 
over the five frames. Two types of discrimination were analysed. The first one was based 
on maximum likelihood theory using the values of (3.26). The second was based on a 
weight vector that optimises the discrimination at any given phoneme boundary.
3.4.2 Maximum Likelihood Probability
This is based on maximum likelihood classification theory where, given a feature vector 
p, the class with the highest conditional probability is selected. In this case the classes 
are the boundaries of the various phoneme classes. This can be denoted as
I B) (3-31)
In the training process however only the converse relation can be obtained since only 
feature vectors occuring at a phoneme class boundary are available, given by
P( p  I c) (3.32)
Assuming that the class probabilities are equal it can be shown, Deller [19], that
Pargmai c(C I B) = P-gmK o<B I C) (3.33)
Assuming that the feature vectors of a given class can be modelled by a multivariate 
Gaussian distribution, it is required to maximise the likelihood of the occurrence f(x 1 c), 
where
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I ....=  ex p [-i(p  -  ( x / C ; ‘(p - |i )] (3.34)
d e t  2
Taking the logarithm of (3.34) leads to the decision rule
V  = argmm[(p -  (p -  p^) + In (det C^^)] (3.35)
where the maximisation has become a minimisation because of the negative sign in the 
exponential. Note that in the general case of choosing the optimum out of a set of classes 
there is a logarithm term on the right hand side of the equation. Since in this case the 
type of boundary is known beforehand, from the phonemic annotation, only one particular 
covariance matrix, derived for that particular boundary, will be used. This logarithm term, 
therefore, is constant for a given boundary type, and can therefore be ignored. Equation 
(3.31) therefore simplifies to
Copt = argmin[(p -  (p -  \i^)] (3.36)
In this case, during testing, a vector p is used in (3.32) to obtain the likelihood distance 
for a given boundary type. The vector having minimum likelihood for that given 
phoneme class boundary, is the vector of the boundary frame. The covariance matrices 
are calculated based on the feature vectors obtained using (3.26), for every phoneme class 
boundary. The covariance matrix is calculated using
Cij = M
where Cy denotes the term in the i row and j column of the matrix
i , j are two elements of each feature vector from (3.26), 1< i,j < 6.
and M ' is the number of suitable feature vectors found for a given
phoneme class boundary.
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The matrix obtained is a square matrix with the leading diagonal containing the variance 
of each feature element.
3.4.3 Weight Vector
In this case each feature vector obtained around a boundary is analysed to find which of 
the features are more important in the sense that the rate of change of the feature is 
higher. The consistency in the obtained reading of the direction of the rate of change is 
also considered. This results in a weighting of each feature vector parameter given by
Wi = ^  : (338)N X. + X.
where Wj is the weight for the i* feature
Nj is the number of times the feature i has the maximum rate
of change of the six feature parameters 
N is the number of frames that are obtained for the type of
boundary considered 
x+ the number of times the rate of change is positive going
and X. the number of times the rate of change is negative going
Ideally, if for a given boundary, the value of a particular feature parameter is always the 
highest value, and the direction of the rate of change is consistent, w, is 1, so that -1 < 
W| ^ 1 .  For each type of class boundary a weight vector is obtained using (3.38).
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3.4.4 Suitabilily of Parameters
Figure 3.7 shows the values of the six parameters over a phrase extracted from TIMIT 
sentence SX42. This can be compared to a similar extraction illustrated in Bitar et al
[20]. Figure 3.8 is the corresponding first derivative of the six parameters.
The suitability of the covariance matrices for boundary discrimination was investigated 
using the following criteria.
(a) by giving as input test frames, a range of twenty four frames of the TIMIT 
sentences around each known boundary. Each of these frames is applied to the 
appropriate covariance matrix. The output is a set of likelihood values and the optimal 
boundary frame is taken as the one where the likelihood is minimum, using (3.36). 
Ideally all the minima should be very close to the known boundary. Figure 3.9 shows the 
results obtained for various boundary types. The graphs show the number of occurences 
of the class boundary starting from those that occur exactly at the training nominal 
boundary as a percentage, and cumulatively, adding occurrences in testing away from the 
nominal boundary. The graphs are for various types of class boundaries.
(b) intraparameter discrimination, by applying the set of test frames to different 
covariance matrices. A set of optimum frames and probability measures are obtained for 
each matrix type. Ideally only the appropriate matrix should result in the best boundary 
position with the highest probability score.
(c) comparison of the performance of these parameters with other standard 
parameter types such as the mel cepstral parameters. This was done by using (3.28) and 
(3.29) on the Ipc derived critical band energy parameters per frame, and on the mel 
cepstral parameters obtained per frame. This is an internal segmentation based solely on
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Figure 3.7
Parameters for TIMIT utterance "biblical scholars", (a) zerocrossings; (b)unit delay 
autocorrelation;(c)energy;(d) phonetic boundaries; (e), (f) (g) spectral envelope derived 
energies for lowpass midpass and highpass bands.
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Figure 3.8
First Derivative Parameters for TIMIT utterance "biblical scholars", (a) zerocrossings; 
(b)unit delay autocorrelation;(c)energy;(d) phonetic boundaries; (e), (f) (g) spectral 
envelope derived energies for lowpass midpass and highpass bands.
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Figure 3.9
Cumulative Class Boundary Accuracy for various boundary types using 
Maximum likelihood and Weight Vector.
(a) silence-vowel; (b) silence-fricative;(c)vowel-silence;(d)vowel- fricative; 
(e)unvoiced burst- vowel;(f)voiced fricative- vowel;(g)vowel-nasal;(h)voiced burst- 
liquid. The number within each graph is the number of occurrences on which the results 
were based.
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interframe variability without applying any acoustic knowledge. The performance 
evaluation was based on the accuracy of detecting the known boundaries, the number of 
missed boundaries, and the number of extra boundaries. Table 3.4 illustrates the results 
for the TIMIT phrase, used in Figure 3.8.
Tests (a) and (b) above were also applied to the weighted vector algorithm. Figure 3.9 
show the results obtained. The results indicate that the maximum likelihood based on the 
rate of change of the parameters can be used to discriminate boundaries. For almost all 
boundaries the automatically derived boundary was within 30 ms of the nominal 
boundary for more than 90% of the time. In each case, the number of instances of the 
boundary are also included. The results are less accurate when the boundaries available 
for training are few.
3.4.5 Boundary Calculation
The maximum likelihood procedure, using the covariance matrices derived from the 
TIMIT database were used to calculate the phone boundaries for a section of speech. 
Since the phonemic content of the speech is given in the TIMIT database, the appropriate 
covariance matrix can be chosen. Using (3.34) on the sequence of frames, a set of 
potential optimum points (frames) is obtained for each boundary. In each case the set is 
derived independently of the previous segment. Dynamic programming techniques are 
then applied to obtain the optimum by calculating the minimum accumulated distortion. 
At any intermediate boundary the local optimum is worked out using
= m ii(dj[i] + d^[i-l] + c^) (3.39)
where j denotes the frame number at the i* boundary,
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k denotes an allowed frame from the previous boundary, subject to 
the constraint k < j,
and Cj, denotes a local cost on frame k, independent of the stage, derived
from the intrinsic analysis using (3.26) and (3.27)
The overall minimum for the final boundary is used to obtain the optimal segment 
boundaries by backtracking. Table 3.4 shows the result obtained for the phrase 'biblical 
scholars" from the TIMIT database.
3.4.6 Phoneme Pair Extraction
The dynamic programming procedure is applied to the carrier words in Maltese to extract 
the embedded diphones. The two appropriate segments are initially extracted from the 
carrier word as the raw diphone. Figure 3.10 shows the results obtained for some of the 
carrier words.
The diphone boundaries are calculated from the phone boundaries using a set of rules,
[21]. Alternatively [22], the full phoneme pair is stored, and the diphone boundary 
becomes a run time optimisation problem, to obtain the best spectral match between two 
frames - one from the second phone of the leading diphone and the other from the first 
phone of the trailing diphone - subject to duration constraints.
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Boundary Spectral Cepstral DP TIMIT
Number Envelope Boundary Algorithm Boundary
0 0 0 0 0
1 24 27 25 26
2 45 45 33 30
3 57 57 46 47
4 74 74 57 59
5 91 91 60 62
6 97 97 67 65
7 111 112 76 76
8 118 130 93 93
9 130 135 99 100
10 140 140 112 113
11 144 144 132 133
12 175 160 135 143
13 180 168 141 146
14 183 173 169 171
15 201 184 180 185
16 210 188 208 211
17 226 191 231 228
18 201
19 209
20 226
Table 3.4
Boundary recognition using internal segmentation with (i) Ipc derived spectral 
envelope parameters ; (ii)cepstral parameters ;(iii) DP algorithm derived boundaries;
(iv) TIMIT phone boundaries.
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Figure 3.10 (a)
Automatically Extracted Phoneme Pairs from carrier words
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Figure 3.10 (b)
Automatically Extracted Phoneme Pairs from carrier words
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Figure 3.10 (c)
Automatically Extracted Phoneme Pairs from carrier words
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3.4.7 Conclusion
Various techniques have been described that can be used to obtain automatic extraction 
of phonetic material from embedded words or phrases with a phonetic annotation. It was 
also shown that analysis based on acoustic parameters with direct acoustic knolwedge as 
contrasted with parameter based analysis using cepstral coefficients can give satisfactory 
results. In particular by using the first derivative of these parameters the analysis can be 
made speaker independent and robust for use in cross language applications. When the 
expected boundaries are known, it was also shown that using matrices trained on the 
variation of the parameters close to a boundary, gives very good results for automatic 
labelling, compared to existing methods.
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PITCH SYNCHRONOUS DETECTION
4.1 Introduction
Non event pitch detectors consider a waveform that includes a number of pitches (usually 
more than two pitch periods), and estimate a value for pitch, assumed stationary, within 
the interval. Several different techniques have been used, including the SIFT [1], cepstral 
[2], and AMDF [3] algorithms. Pitch synchronous pitch detection is based on epoch 
information related to the closed glottis interval. Several techniques have been mentioned 
in the literature, [4], [5]. Recent work has involved the use of wavelet transform 
techniques. Mallat [6], has shown that the position of the sharp variation points in a 
signal can be located using a wavelet function at different scales or dilations. The local 
maxima indicate the sharp variations while the local minima indicate the slow variations.
4.2 Discrete Dyadic Wavelet Transfomi
A wavelet function, v|/(x) , is characterised by
j  i{r(x)dx = 0 (4.1)
and
f /x )  = T  >!'(-) (4.2)ys s
is the dilation of \|/(x) by a factor s. The wavelet transform of a function, f(x), at scale 
s and position x is given by the convolution
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Wg f(x) = f(x) * i|fg(x) (4.3)
In practice the parameter s is discretized to dilations where s = 2” , so that (4.3) becomes 
the Discrete Wavelet Transform, (DTW) given by
Wgm f(x) = f(x)*l|r2 m(x) (4.4)
The Fourier Transform of the DWT is given by
F[W2«f(x)] = F(w) . T(2“w) (4.5)
A necessary condition to ensure that the dilations T(2™0)) cover the whole frequency axis 
is
Y , |T(2“ w)p = 1 (4.6)m=-•»
Since the signal consists of a discrete set of values, the time parameter is also discretized. 
This gives the discrete dyadic wavelet transform. For a signal with N nonzero samples, 
the wavelet at the highest resolution has also N samples, while the total decomposition 
of the signal by the wavelet function dilations results in a maximum of N log2N nonzero 
samples.
4.2.1 Derivation of the Wavelet Function
The Discrete Wavelet Transform uses as its basis functions, a set of orthogonal wavelet 
functions that can be used to convolve a signal and separate out the signal's energy into 
various frequency ranges. These frequency ranges are not equal as in the case of the 
Discrete Fourier Transform. One way of achieving this linear operation on a signal is a 
process referred to as multiresolution decomposition [7]. The signal is passed through two
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filters G and H which are respectively a highpass filter and a lowpass filter, see figure 
4.1, with impulse functions denoted by g(n) and h(n) respectively. These two filters form 
a Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF) Pair. To satisfy the QMF conditions for the two filters 
the following frequency domain relations are necessary.
|H(u )|2 + |H (u + ],)f  = 1
|fl(0)| = 1 (4.7)
G((o) =
To satisfy the orthogonality conditions for the multiresolution decomposition a smoothing 
function, (|)(x) and a wavelet function \|/(x) are necessary. The Fourier transform of (])(x) 
is given by
$(w) = H (y )« ( .|)  (4.8)
From (4.8)
0(w) = H  H(2"”^ w) . 0(0) (4.9)
m=l
The Fourier Transform of \j/(x) is given by
T (u) = * ( - |) G ( - |)  (4.10)
and using (4.9), (4.10) becomes
T(W) = G(-^)H . 0(0) (4.11)
Normalising the scaling function to
j*<|)(t)dt = 1 (4.12)
leads to
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0 (0) = 1 (4.13)
To compute a wavelet requires an H(co) that satisfies (4.7). Using (4.8), (4.9) and (4.13), 
the corresponding smoothing function can be derived. The wavelet function is then 
obtained using (4.11).
4.2.2 Spline Wavelet
Kadambe [8] considered a number of wavelet functions for pitch epoch analysis of a 
voiced speech signal. Her conclusions were that the spline wavelet as derived by Mallat 
[7] gave the best result. This wavelet is also used here to obtain pitch epoch information. 
To build up the required dyadic wavelet the procedure starts from a suitable smoothing 
function. The low pass filter frequency response H(co), chosen is even and symmetric 
and given by
H(<o) = [cos(-|)l (4.14)
x(n)
X i ( n )
Figure 4.1
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Using (4.7), 0(00) is constructed as an imaginary and antisymmetric function.
G(w) = (1 -  cos(y))* e ^ (4.15)
The smoothing function (|)(oo) is obtained from (4. 9) as
sin—
\ 4
2
(4.16)
Using (4.10) and (4.11), the spline wavelet being used is obtained as
W(2<o) = 1 -  ( c o s ( ^ / * 2kcj
2
(4.17)
where k=2'  , i an integer, is introduced to obtain a set of wavelet functions from
the mother wavelet. For the speech data available, the best results were obtained for 
co=bco where b is  a fixed offset on the frequency scale given by b = 5/16. Three spline 
wavelets were considered for i =3, 4 and 5. Figure 4.2 shows the normalised frequency 
response of these three wavelets. For i =3 the wavelet has centre frequency, f j^ = 371 Hz 
and bandwidth Af^ g = 430Hz. The corresponding values for the other two wavelets are 
f,4 = 195Hz, Af,4 = 215Hz, f,5 = 98Hz, Af,g = llOHz..
An inverse DFT was then applied to each wavelet, by first generating the antisymmetric 
reflection of the wavelet transform, in the negative frequency. Since the DFT is imaginary 
and antisymmetric, the time domain impulse response is that of a differentiator, given by
(4.18)
A 256 point DFT was used. This was then truncated to obtain an approximate finite
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impulse response, (FIR), filter with 78 points. The set of three impulse response functions 
obtained are shown in Figure 4.3 .
4.3 Pitch Synchronous Diphone Database
Kadambe [9] describes a procedure for obtaining synchronous pitch detection. The 
algorithm used here is similar. The three filters referred to in Section 4.2.2 were applied 
to each coarse diphone obtained, by segmentation, from the dummy word. Figure 4.4 is 
an outline algorithm of the procedure used. For voiced segments a circular convolution 
of each filter impulse response and the waveform, results in an output from which the 
valid linear result is used. The valid range is between 1^2 to (L - l^)/2 where 1^  is the 
length of the wavelet, (78 samples), and L =256 is the size of the DFT used in the 
circular convolution. A comparison is made between peak positions in the outputs. The 
peaks considered are those that are at least 0.4 of the maximum peak. Two peaks, in two 
wavelet responses, that are within ten samples of each other, are considered as possible, 
and the value is retained from the middle wavelet response. Figure 4.5 illustrates the 
results obtained from the three wavelets for various types of phones. The algorithm then 
moves to the first subsequent zerocrossing and uses this value as the epoch. Note that 
since the wavelet is a differentiator, the peak corresponds to the maximum (positive) rate 
of change, and the subsequent zerocrossing to the position of the peak. Further analysis 
is then done to fill in missing peaks and to drop harmonics as necessary. For the purpose 
of concatenation the start of each pitch synchronous frame is defined as the first 
zerocrossing, in the time waveform, in front of the peak. This is different from the 
definition adopted by Kadambe, and similar to that used by Verhelst, [10]. Unvoiced 
segments were given nominal pitch values. Figure 4.6 shows pitch framing for various
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types of phones. Rules were then applied to the pitchmarked two phone segments to 
obtain the final diphone. These rules are based on [11], They can be summarised as 
follows, A vowel in the second half of a diphone has only the first four or five pitches 
included, which minimises the coarticulation. This also applies to the liquids, /w/ and /j/. 
Voiced stops, nasals, and voiced fricatives on each side of the diphone have 
approximately half the original duration retained as whole pitches. Unvoiced fricatives 
on both sides have also approximately half the original duration, retained as nominal 
pitches. Unvoiced stops and affricates have the initial silence retained as the phone when 
they are in the second part of the diphone. The full burst is retained as the phone when 
the stop is the initial part of the diphone. Long and short vowel diphones were obtained 
by varying the length as number of pitches in the vowel as the initial phone.
4.3.1 Diphone Equalisation
Eisendoorn [11] mentions that in the preliminary study involving concatenation of 
diphones the sudden jumps in the energy at the boundary were more critical than the 
sudden changes in the spectral envelope. Figure 4.7 shows the spread in the phones in 
the diphone database, taking into consideration all the occurrences of a given phone, 
whether in the front or the back phoneme. In each case the energy in the last pitch period 
is used, to calculate the mean, p, and the standard deviation, a . It can be observed that 
for vowels the standard deviation around the mean is very small. It is slightly higher (1 
dB) in the case of fricatives. There is a large variation in the semivowels and the trill /r/. 
This is to be expected since these phones are effected considerably by coarticulation. The 
results show, that for practically all phones it is not necessary to perform linearisation on 
the frames, as used in Dutoit, [12].
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Figure 4.5
Analysis of raw diphones using wavelets. The peak of y(n) indicates a maximum rate 
of change of x(n). In figure (b) the graphs of y2(n) and y3(n) are the output of the 
convolution of x(n) with wavelets 2 and 3
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Figure 4.6
Pitchmarked frames with pitchmark set at the zerocrossing prior to the maximum rate
of change
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Figure 4.7
Phoneme Energy variation over each phone considered as the power in the first and last 
pitchframe of a phone as it appears in the initial or final part in each diphone. The graph 
shows the variation 201ogio(p - a), 201ogjo (p + a).
4.4 Conclusion
The segmentation, and subsequent generation of the pitch synchronous database, makes 
use of wavelet techniques to obtain epoch information that is used to calculate an 
appropriate nominal start of the pitch interval. To ensure minimal jumps in the time 
waveforms at concatenation, the frame boundaries are taken at the nearest zerocrossing 
prior to the epoch maximum. Subsequent analysis results in the final version of the 
pitchmarked diphones according to a set of rules.
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SPEECH SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES
5.1 Introduction
The synthesis of speech signals for a TTS application consists of the generation of a 
speech waveform by computer. The speech is generated using either stored analysis data 
of an appropriate speech waveform, or generated directly, based on synthesis by rule 
programs. The synthesis by rule programs constitute a set of rules for generating highly 
stylized and simplified approximations to natural speech [1]. The most well known type 
is the formant-based rule programs which eventually gave rise to the Klattalk programs, 
used in the MITalk system and the KTH multilingual system developed in Sweden. The 
major problem with this type of synthesis is the inherent unnaturalness of the synthetic 
speech. A more recent rule based synthesis system is that based on the articulatory 
model. In this case the actual vocal tract and excitation are modelled and each articulator 
within the vocal tract has a set of rules associated with its movement, [2]. However there 
are no commercial systems available using this type of model.
The other type of synthesis involves taking pieces of natural speech as basic building 
blocks to reconstitute an arbitrary utterance. As mentioned in Chapter 2 this basic 
building block can be subphonemic, a diphone, a demisyllable or higher combinations 
involving nonuniform units. In each case an analysis of the input waveform produces 
some intermediate waveform or parameters, which in turn are then used for the generation 
of the synthetic waveform.
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5.2 Analysis Models
The most widely accepted speech model is the source-filter model, [3] Figure 5.1. In this 
model speech is assumed to have an excitation source which is impulsive when the 
speech is voiced, and noise when the speech is unvoiced. This excitation is then passed 
through the system filter representing the vocal tract articulatory position. The output of 
the filter is the synthetic speech. To produce the synthetic speech first requires analysis 
of the speech waveform.The speech waveform is initially broken down into frames.
Gain for voice mmmcc
Pilch
period Impulse Gloiultrain pulse
generator model G(:l
Voiced/
unvoiced
vwiich
Random
noise
gcncraioT
Vocal tract
model //(:)
Radiation 
model Rl:)
Speech = 1(1)
/Vocal tract\ V paramcienk )
Gain for noiic source
Figure 5.1
Source-Filter Model of Speech Production
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Each frame is assumed to be pseudo-stationary so that linear system analysis can be 
applied. Several methods have been suggested in the literature, to analyze the speech 
waveform and obtain intermediate forms suitable for speech synthesis. The most 
important methods that have been used for synthetic speech based on natural speech are 
Linear Prediction Based Analysis, [4], Harmonic/Noise Model Analysis, [5], and Pitch 
Synchronous Overlap and Add Analysis (PSOLA), [6]
5.2.1 Linear Prediction Analysis
Linear Prediction (LPC) Analysis is the procedure to obtain a set of LPC coefficients 
{aj.} from the speech waveform, which minimize the prediction error {e(n)} given by
e(n) = s(n) -  â(n) (5*1)
where s(n) is the input speech
and §(n) is the predictor output given by
p§(n) = J2%s(n-k) (5.2)
k=l
To minimize the overall prediction error for a speech frame of length N, the mean 
squared error obtained is given by
E = e (^n)
p (5 .3 )
= 2  (s(n)-J^ %s(n-k)F
all a k=l
Then by setting ( ÔE / ÔaJ = 0 and solving the set of P linear equations
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p
s(n)s(n-i) = ^  a,^s(n-i)s(n-k) 1  ^ k P (5*4)
alln k= l alln
and by defining
(I)(i,k) = s(n-i)s(n-k) (5.5)flltn
then equation (5.4) can be rewritten as
p
5^ a i® (i,fc ) = * ( i ,0 )  l i i i P  (5 .6)
The solution for the set of equations can be found by computing the correlation matrix 
0(i,k). The analysis yields a set of LPC coefficients or LPC derived coefficients such as 
reflection or cepstral coefficients. The synthesis uses the source-filter m odel, Figure 5.1. 
In the simple model the source is an impulse when the frame is for voiced speech and 
random noise for unvoiced speech. However the quality of the resulting speech is not so 
good. Various techniques have been used to try to reduce the effect of the error signal 
e(n). These include multipulse LPC, [7] and the use of codebooks in CELP, [8]. 
Codebooks for TTS need not be as restrictive as for low bitrate speech vocoding where 
CELP originated.
5.2.2. Harmonic Model
5.2.2.1 Haimonic Model based on Peaks of the DFT frame
In this case the speech waveform is again separated into frames. Each frame is 
approximated by a sum of harmonic frequencies. The synthesis waveform is given by
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Ns(t) = ^A (^t)cos[8k(t)] (5-7)k=l
where (t) is the signal amplitude for harmonic k over the DFT frame
0k (t) is the phase of harmonic k, with frequency 0)^  (t) over the frame 
and N is the number of harmonics that are valid within this frame.
Using the source filter model, (5.7) needs to be further broken down into separate source 
and excitation components, to allow for time and pitch modification. These are given by
At(t) = ak(t)*Mt(t) (5.8)
where a^ Ct) is the amplitude of the k th harmonic over the frame
Mk(t) is the magnitude of the spectral envelope at the frequency 
of the kth harmonic
and
8k(t) = ^k(t) + Y (^t) (5.9)
where 0^(0 is the phase of the kth harmonic
Yk(t) is the phase of the spectral envelope at the k th harmonic
For the simple model of (5.7), starting from the Short Time Fourier Transform, (STFT)
of a speech frame, the peaks of the DFT magnitude and their frequencies and phases 
constitute the data from a frame. This data is then interpolated from one frame to the 
next. The amplitude is linearly interpolated for each harmonic, and a cubic interpolation 
scheme is used for the variation of (0^  aiid 0 ,^ subject to the endpoint constraints at each 
frame beginning and end. A birth-death process of harmonics allows for the changes of 
harmonics due to changes in excitation and the vocal tract, as the speech progresses from 
one frame to the next. This system is based on the assumption that noise like excitations
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can Still be modelled by a sum of harmonics. This assumption is valid if the frequencies 
corresponding to the periodogram peaks will be close enough such that the ensemble 
power spectral density changes slowly over consecutive frequencies, [9]. For 10 kHz 
sampling this requires the speech window to be at least 20 ms wide. While this can in 
general be easily achieved the problem of tonality in unvoiced speech frames remains a 
problem. One way of avoiding the problem, is by enhancing the model into a harmonic 
plus noise model where parts of the spectrum are modelled using a sinusoidal harmonic 
representation, while other parts of the spectrum are modelled using a random noise 
source.
5.2.2.2 Harmonic Model based on frequency bands of the DFT frame
Alternatively Griffin and Lim, [10] suggested the use of a multiband voiced/unvoiced 
decision process, so that the model structure of one frame has both voiced and unvoiced 
bands. The method is widely used and is known as multiband excitation, (MBE). In this 
case the spectrum over a short range around each harmonic is examined, and the 
particular range is declared voiced or unvoiced. This requires knowledge of the pitch to 
a fractional precision to be able to place precisely the centre of the harmonic template 
in the upper frequency range. It also requires a decision on whether that particular band 
is essentially voiced or unvoiced. Figure 5.2 illustrates the waveform analysis. The 
windowed DFT is first separated out into envelope and harmonic content. The method 
is essentially a least squares optimisation problem where the pitch value is the 
independent variable. The orthogonal projection of the composite template, onto each 
band, produces the error signal which is summed over all the bands.
The error criterion for the mth band is given by
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1E„ = ^ /[ |S „ (« ) | -  |AJ lE^Wlf (5.10)
flm
where S^(co) is the DFT values for the mth band
E^(m) is the excitation spectrum in the mth band, which is the mth band 
harmonic spectrum P^(0)) if the band is voiced or the mth band 
noise energy U^(co) if unvoiced
is the spectral envelope value over the mth band derived from 
b.
/ |S,(u)| |E,(w)|dw 
A . =   (5.11)
/|E ,((0)P
where E^(co) is as defined in (5.10). The decision in a given band of whether to use 
P^ (OD) or U^(co) is made using a threshold value obtained as
Cm = ---- 1—  dw
SO that (5.10) and (5.12) with (5.11) are used to obtain for a given band m the values for 
A^, E^((o) and E^ , at a given F .^ The chosen F  ^ is the value where the overall error 
summed up from the E^ values for each band, is minimum. Unvoiced frequency bands 
are synthesized by using a white source noise which is windowed and then frequency 
transformed. Voiced frequency bands are generated by taking the DFT magnitude of a 
windowed impulse train at the pitch period. Frames are concatenated by using an 
interpolating procedure for amplitude, frequency and phase, between one frame and the 
next, for those bands that are voiced in both frames. A noise waveform for the unvoiced
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bands is then summed to obtain
# )  = X ) ^„(f)cos0„(t) + s*(f) (5.13)
where and 0^ are the magnitude and phase of the voiced band m 
Su(t) is the noise waveform obtained for the unvoiced bands
w
A
(a)
w
(b)
VIVV{,ut)
(e)
(c) (f)
w
(d) (8)
Figure 5.2 Waveforms for the Multiband Excitation Model
(a) Original Spectrum, (b) Spectral Envelope, (c) Periodic Spectrum, (d) Noise 
Spectrum (e) V/UV decision, (f) Excitation Spectrum, (g) Synthetic Spectrum
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The system can have problems when concatenating frames, when large differences occur 
between the fundamental frequencies of adjacent frames.
5.2.3 Pitch Synchronous Overlap Add (PSOLA)
The PSOLA method is based on having the speech waveform pre annotated so that pitch 
synchronous analysis is possible. Clearly, this method is not suitable for real time 
analysis-synthesis for speech vocoding. However in the environment of generating speech 
from pre-prepared speech databases, the method has found wide use. There are three 
variations, known as Time domain PSOLA , (TDPSOLA), Frequency Domain PSOLA, 
(FDPSOLA), and LPC-PSOLA [11], and more recently MultiBand Resynthesis PSOLA, 
(MBR-PSOLA), [12]. Moreover the pitch synchronous analysis has been adapted widely 
for pre-prepared speech whether the synthesis is based on parametric or nonparametric 
techniques. TDPSOLA operates directly on the time waveform, without in any way 
referring to the frequency domain. Speech samples are separated into windowed frames. 
Assuming an original pitch period T, with pitch epochs at t^(s), the analysis time windows 
are given by
x(s,n) = Wg(n) x(n-t^(s)) (5.14)
where x(s,n) is the s th short time signal and n is the sample index within the
short time signal,
Wg(n) is the window taken over the s th frame, relative to start of the 
frame,
and x(n- tjs )) are the speech samples around the analysis time t^(s), assumed
centered on a pitchmark, (pitch epoch).
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The synthesis signal is obtained by abutting together the short time windowed signals, 
to obtain
s(n)=5^ x(s^) » Kx(n) (5.15)
where s(n) is the synthetic signal. The theoretical basis for TDPSOLA centres round the 
relations between window size or bandwidth, frame overlap, and sampling period or 
maximum signal frequency cut off, [13]. For a Hamming or Hanning window, the 
frequency range F^ over which the main lobe width of the magnitude DFT of the 
window, H(cù), is significant is 4/T, where T is the nonzero width of the window in the 
time domain. For proper resynthesis with OLA, the window frame rate must be equal to 
1/Fw , which for a Hamming window is equal to one quarter of the window's length. 
Hence for full harmonization, (narrowband analysis) the Hamming window must be equal 
to at least 4P where P is the value of the pitch period, to allow the harmonics in the 
frequency domain to be minimally affected by spectral leakage of the window. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.3. The window analysis is required once every pitch period. The 
analysis can be made wideband by altering the window size to average two pitch periods 
instead of four. The window now blurs the spectral sharpness of the harmonic analysis. 
This results in a smoothing of the spectral envelope, but still allows a good recovery of 
the signal. It will be shown in the next section that this blurring is the basis of why 
TDPSOLA works for pitch modification of voiced frames In practice the window is 
approximately twice the pitch frequency. Further reduction of the window size to an 
average of less than two pitch periods, results in considerable blurring of the harmonic 
spectrum, so that (5.14) is no longer valid and the signal is no longer recoverable by 
OLA.
Figure 5.4 shows the spectral envelope for the vowel /a/ for a window size that is 1,
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2, 3, and 4 times the average pitch frequency. This ratio is denoted as F^. The standard 
ratio used for TDPSOLA is Fr = 2.
5.3 Timescale and Pitch Modification
For a TTS application that uses concatenative natural speech segments, the speech 
synthesis algorithm must allow ease of changes to the time or duration as well as to the 
intrinsic pitch values necessary for prosody. This capability is therefore a primary 
consideration in the choice of a synthesis scheme. The resultant speech must be free of 
hoarseness, pops, clicks or glitches that may result when the intrinsic natural speech 
waveform is altered. At the same time the algorithm must be relatively fast to implement, 
because of the real time requirement in generating the speech. The other major 
consideration is the segment concatenation between frames. The concatenation, based on 
a proper synthesis scheme, must give an adequate continuation in the speech waveform. 
This will be considered in the next section. Rule based synthesis does not suffer directly 
from the above mentioned problems of natural speech segment modification and 
concatenation, since the total speech trajectory is obtained from rule.
5.3.1 Time and Pitch Modification using LPC Synthesis
The major problem in using LPC synthesis is that, inherently, the vocal tract spectral 
envelope is an all pole model, so that there are difficulties with nasals. The simple LPC 
model lends itself easily to both pitch and time modification by changing the time at 
which the periodic impulse train, and the inverse filter parameters are changed. There is 
a problem of stability, however, due to the residual energy in the filter at the time of
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changing the parameters. Voice naturalness is enhanced in multipulse LPC where each 
pulse in a pulse train represents, in conjunction with the inverse filter parameters, a phase 
shifted system response with which the spectrum of the frame is reconstructed. However 
stretching or squashing the pulse train will therefore have the effect of changing the 
spectral envelope of the synthetic phoneme. To preserve the spectral envelope while 
changing the pitch, the relative position of the pulses in a frame should not be altered. 
For TTS applications, multipulse LPC can be combined with pitch synchronous 
techniques, to obtain pitch modification, [14]. The multipulse excitation associated with 
a pitch synchronous frame is used as an input to the long term predictor. TDPSOLA 
techniques can be applied to the resultant residual signal frame to alter the pitch prior to 
reconstructing the time signal by applying the modified excitation to the inverse filter. 
The method is very efficient and allows independent pitch and time modification. 
Yerhelst [15] describes a similar system which uses LPC inverse filter parameters 
obtained at pitch synchronous rates but obtains prosodic manipulation on the LPC 
residue.
5.3.2 Time and Pitch Modification usii^ Harmonic Models
Time scale modification requires that the time t^ , corresponding to the original 
articulation rate is mapped to the transformed time t'  ^ through the mapping t'  ^ = .
p > 1 corresponds to time scale expansion, slowing down the rate of articulation, p < 1 
corresponds to a speed up of the articulation rate, [16],[17]. The standard set of equations 
5.7 to 5.9 are modified to
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s'(t') = £  Ak(t')cos[0i(t')] (5.16)
k=l
where A'^Ct') is the value of the magnitude of the k th harmonic in the modified
time.
6'k(t') = O'k(t') + 'F k(t')
and O'k(t') = t’. cûk
Figure 5.5 shows the relationships of a^ , Mj^ , and 0^ in the original time and the 
modified time. It can be seen that a ,^ M^, and ^re time scaled. 0^ however is allowed 
to develop according to the time position, depending on the value of the harmonic, to 
have a proper evolution of the phase while maintaining the same harmonic frequency. 
Pitch scale modification should change the fundamental frequency of a speech segment 
without affecting its spectral envelope or time evolution. This modification also affects 
the time scale, and it is necessary to time scale the pitch modified waveform, to maintain 
the original time duration. For the harmonic model, pitch modification alters the basic 
equations to
s'(t) = 2  Ak(t)co8[8^ (t)] (5.17)
k=l
where A^(t) = a',^(t).M'k(t) and a'k(t) = a,^ (t) ; M'^ Ct) = 0
0-,(t) = 0V(t) + Ÿ'k(t) and Y',(t) = t) ; 0'k(t) = fpG),
and t' is the time from the last pitch epoch.
The harmonic model can give good synthetic speech reproduction. However to be able 
to separate out the envelope and source components, the model either assumes a 
minimum phase envelope, [16], or requires very accurate estimation of the pitch onset 
time, [17]. The basic model sees all speech in terms of harmonics and therefore has
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difficulties with unvoiced fricatives. Further the system is not able to distinguish speech 
segments, such as unvoiced bursts, that are not compressible, and therefore should not 
be changed. These problems can be addressed within the PSOLA synthesis scheme.
5.3.3 Time and Pitch Modification using TDPSOLA
In TDPSOLA, time scale modification is achieved by duplicating or repeating pitch 
synchronous analysis windows from the synthesis waveform, [18]. This is done by 
defining a virtual synthesis time axis onto which the analysis synchronous pitch windows 
are mapped. For time expansion, whenever the virtual synthesis time axis and the real 
synthesis time axis vary by more than the average period, an appropriate analysis 
window, with pitch period near to the present synthesis pitch period is abutted into the 
synthesis waveform, and the real synthesis time axis is increased by the extra pitch value 
to bring the real time close to the virtual time. For time compression, whenever the real 
time axis varies from the virtual time axis by about one period of the running average 
period, one analysis window is skipped from the synthesis overlap add reconstruction. 
The time scaling is therefore not strictly proportional and does not have the number of 
synthesis frames equal to the number of analysis frames as in the harmonic model. Pitch 
modification is performed by placing in the overlap add synthesis, analysis windows on 
the synthesis time axis at the modified pitch value, so that the synthesis overlap-add is 
pitch synchronous with the modified pitch. Letting
P'(t) = pP(t) (5.18)
for P > 1 the synthesis pitch period is more than the analysis pitch period, decreasing the 
frequency and vice-versa. Moulines and Charpentier, [6],[18] show that for an idealised
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system with a deterministic signal d(m) with pitch period fixed to P, and windows taken 
at pitch synchronous intervals nP, the synthesis as an OLA of the original frames 
centered on the new interval PP is equivalent to
dq(m) = - spP) (5.19)
G
where dq(m) is the synthesized waveform sample at m
Xo(m) is a repetitive signal given by x^Cm) = w(m).d(m).
Using the discrete Poisson formula, the Fourier Series decomposition of the synthetic 
signal is given by
pr pr
where Xq(0)) is the DFT of the repetitive signal Xg(m).
This means that for this idealised waveform, the window overlap at the new pitch results 
in a resampling of the original DFT at frequencies spaced at the reciprocal of new pitch 
period pP. Moulines and Charpentier further showed that for narrowband analysis, the 
resampling at the new rate results in pitch harmonic attenuation/cancellation that gives 
a reverberating effect. However for wideband analysis, the DFT resembles more a 
smoothed spectral envelope allowing resampling to produce the new pitch but still 
maintaining approximately the original spectral envelope. Figure 5.6 shows various 
timescale and pitch modifications using TDPSOLA. As mentioned in 5.3.2, pitch 
modification implies also time modification. In the case of TDPSOLA both pitch and 
time modification can be done simultaneously. To be able to have a continuous synthesis 
of speech without voiced/unvoiced decisions, unvoiced parts of the speech are given a 
nominal pitch value. This is used to obtain unvoiced analysis windows at the pseudo­
pitch value. The pseudo-pitch is not, however, used to obtain the unvoiced speech in
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terms of the harmonics of the fundamental, which is one of the major problems in the 
harmonic model. However problems can arise during time scaling, when a number of 
unvoiced frames are repeated, since the repetition causes a spurious autocorrelation in the 
synthesis time waveform, that is heard as a tonal noise. While this can be reduced in 
purely unvoiced fricatives by mirroring the window into the synthesis time axis, thereby 
breaking up the long term autocorrelation, it cannot be done for voiced fricatives, as this 
would alter the voiced part of the waveform.
5.4 Diphone concatenation
Since diphones are extracted separately, there can be discontinuities when they are 
concatenated, [19], [20]. The problems can be due to:
(i) amplitude mismatch
(ii) phase mismatch
(iii) frequency mismatch
(iv) spectral envelope mismatch.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the different types of mismatch. Amplitude mismatch can easily be 
avoided by changing the front or back diphone in such a way that the overall 'envelope' 
of the waveform is continuous. This can also be achieved by prenormalising the energy 
in the diphones, such that the energy difference between the front and back diphones of 
each type of phone is within a certain limited range. Phase mismatch is due to 
misalignment of the pitch synchronous waveform on either side of the waveform, 
resulting in mismatched phase differences between the different harmonics of the 
fundamental. This can only be avoided in TDPSOLA by having the pitch synchronous
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property as precise as possible. Phase zeroing of the lower part of the spectrum has been 
used also to force phase equalisation. Frequency mismatch is due to a large difference 
between the pitch values. This results in distortion when the windowed segments are 
overlapped. Spectral envelope mismatch is due to the different articulation profiles 
between the front and back part of the phone. Frequency mismatch and spectral envelope 
mismatch can be lessened by processes of interpolation between the last pitch values of 
the current diphone and the first pitch values of the next diphone.
5.4.1 Segment Concatenation Methods
Various segment concatenation strategies are suggested in the literature, depending on the 
analysis/synthesis model chosen. Since the PSOLA model is being used, the discussion 
is limited to strategies using this method. Techniques for concatenation, using the 
harmonic/stochastic and the LPC analysis/synthesis are given in [5], [21]. For the PSOLA 
model, concatenation techniques to lessen mismatch problems are suggested by 
Charpentier and Moulines, [20], both in the time and frequency domain. Time domain 
concatenation at the boundary is obtained by a simple linear interpolation given by
x'(n) = A.x^(n) + (1-A).x^(n) (5.21)
where x^ ‘^(n) is the last frame of the left segment (diphone),
x^ ‘^(n) is the first frame of the right segment (diphone), 
and A is a weighting factor usually taken to be 0.5,
This smooths effectively any glitches, but is not sound theoretically, since it results in
addition of harmonics with the same frequency but different phases, and therefore can
alter the overall amplitude of the harmonics. To reduce this effect, Charpentier suggests
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Concatenation mismatches at diphone boundaries
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a frequency domain concatenation scheme involving using the DFT o f the last and first 
frames, and interpolating between them using
X'(k) = A [ x . ix f |  + d-A).lXk'‘“i] (5.22)
Kki
and
Ck = A.Xjf + (l-X).Xk^' (5.23)
This conserves the amplitude of the harmonics. The intermediate signal x'(n), is then 
obtained by an IFFT. Both the above strategies assume that the two signals to be 
concatenated have the same pitch value, but may have mismatches in amplitude, phase 
and spectral envelope, that are smoothed using either (5.21) or (5.22). This pitch value 
is the same, not because it is usually so in the intrinsic diphones that are stored in the 
database, but because it is implicit in the intonation pattern imposed by the prosody. 
Dutoit and Leich [19], have used in their MBR-PSOLA a complete resynthesis of the 
TDPSOLA database to a fixed intermediate frequency, in a new database, so that 
mismatches at segment concatenation is reduced. However this implies that the diphone 
database is now itself synthesized, and not natural, speech.
Since the original last left frame, and right first frame, may have considerable difference 
in pitch value, it is being suggested that an intermediate frame be built from the two end 
frames. This necessitates in general both amplitude and pitch changes in the intermediate 
time signal to achieve a smooth transition. Various techniques were studied. The simplest 
technique involves adding or deleting time samples. This method gives a good continuity 
at the boundary. This method is explained in 5.4.2 Another method considered, involves 
using the STFT of the frames on the left and right boundary to obtain an intermediate 
STFT. This method is considerably more involved. However most of the calculations can
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be done off-line and the results stored for use when on-line. This method is explained in 
5.4.3.
5.4.2 Time-domain Concatenation Frame
The last pitchframe of the left diphone and the first pitchframe of the right diphone, are 
used to create a new intermediate pitch frame. A pitch frame is here understood to be the 
time samples between two successive pitchmarks which are pitch synchronous. The new 
intermediate pitch frame has a new pitch given by the average of the left and right pitch 
frames.
Pn = P i + Pr (5.24)
where p„ is the new pitch value
Pi is the pitch value of the last pitchframe in the left diphone
and Pr is the pitch value of the first pitchframe in the right diphone
Various other similar operations could have been used involving a general pitch value
given by
where
(5.25)
(Xrr, , pjn are scale factors
Pmj is the mth pitch frame from the end of the left diphone
Pm,r is the mth pitch frame from the start of the right diphone.
This case is only necessary when the left pitch and the right pitch have a large variation 
( > 1.5), and for voiced frames does not occur in the available diphone database.
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The next consideration is how to adapt the two pitchframes to the new pitchframe in the 
time domain. The technique used is to add or delete time samples from the left or right
pitchframe in such a way that the time-spacing between two successive added or deleted
samples is maximised. This can be written as
x(i) -  x (i- l)  = maxd(N,m) 1:^  i  ^ m (5.26)
where x(i) , x(i-l) are two successive samples to be added or deleted in the
left or right pitch frame 
N the number of sample points in the pitch frame
m the number of samples to be added or deleted
maxd in general can be fractional, in which case the successive distance is the integer 
part of (r . maxd) where 1< r < m is the rth point from the m points to be added or 
deleted. Sample points are added when the new pitch value is more than the pitch value 
under consideration, and deleted when it is less. When adding a sample, the new sample 
value is the average of the original adjacent left and right sample. At the end of this 
operation both the left and the right frames have been reshaped and have the same 
number of samples. The new pitchframe is finally obtained as the average of the reshaped 
left and right pitchframes.
x.(n) = (5.27)
where x  ^(n) , Xj (n) , x^  (n) are the nth sample of the new , reshaped left and reshaped 
right pitchframes, respectively. This new pitchframe can be used to replace the original 
pitchframes from which it is derived, or alternatively be introduced between them. The 
validity of using the criteria of maximum possible distance when adding or deleting 
samples was tested by using diphone concatenation involving addition and deletion by
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(i) arbitrarily (pseudorandom) positioning the samples
(ii) positioning the samples as one block
(iii) maximum possible distance for each of the successive samples.
Figure 5.8 shows the results obtained from this algorithm for voiced diphone 
concatenation. The figures show the original last left frame, the new frame, and the 
original first right frame time samples, for the various methods of sample addition / 
deletion. Figure 5.9 shows the spectral envelope for the new frames obtained in Figure 
5.8, for the two sizes of pitch difference. The tests shown have addition and deletion of 
2 and 8 samples. This means that the left and right pitchframes differed by 5 and 16 
samples, respectively. The criteria for comparison is the error in the average value 
between the log magnitude spectral envelope of the left and right frames and the log 
magnitude spectral envelope of the result. The tests showed that while for differences 
involving 10% or less change in the pitch value the results were similar, for differences 
involving around 20% change or more addition/deletion using the maximum distance 
criteria tended to be the better. Figure 5.10 shows the time evolution of the two diphones. 
In this case the new pitchframe replaces the two frames from which it is derived. PSOLA 
concatenation includes all the pitch frames in the original diphones.
5.4.3 Frequency Domain Concatenation Frame
The DFT, , and Xj^**, for the final left frame, and the first right frame are calculated. 
The aim is to obtain a new waveform whose pitch value is intermediate between the right 
and left pitch values. The pitch modification is obtained in the frequency domain by 
harmonic modification of the DFT. First the spectral envelope must be separated from 
the harmonics. This can be done using one of the classical methods such as the SEEVOC
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spectral envelope technique, [22]. Alternatively, since the diphone database is pitch 
annotated, a filtering method can be used, [23]. Within the magnitude DFT, the harmonic 
peak separation as a number of samples, m, depends on the fundamental frequency and 
on the DFT size and is given by
where m is the
4 is the
NopT is the
and ^pitch is the
W  = ^
where Np is the number of time samples within a pitch period so that
m = 2 ! ^  (S.30)Np
To remove the harmonic energy, the magnitude spectrum needs to be convolved with the 
inverse Fourier Transform of a lowpass filter, whose frequency domain cut off is less 
than 1/m, to ensure that the energy representing the excitation is separated out from the 
envelope. This implies that the magnitude spectrum is treated as a sample series in which 
the low frequency content relates to the spectral envelope, while the high frequency 
content relates to the fine structure of the speech spectrum. This can be expressed as
DFT[S(k)] = S(Q) = Si(û) + SjCÜ) (5.31)
The spectral envelope can be separated using
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Si(k) = Sfc * L(t) (5.32)
where Sj(k) is the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform of Sj(f2), and L(t) is an appropriate 
low pass filter function with parameter T=m. T is the half width of the main lobe of a 
smoothing function, chosen to smooth out the lowest value of the harmonic structure (the 
fundamental frequency). A suitable smoothing function that gives rise to a set of suitable 
lowpass filters requires sharp decay both in the frequency domain and in the time 
domain. Mallat, [24] proposed a function with exponential decay in the time domain and 
polynomial decay of oo"^  in the frequency domain. The set of smoothing filters are derived 
from the smoothing function. The appropriate filter, L(T) is chosen by searching a table 
having a set of x values to find the corresponding filter transfer function. The harmonic 
magnitude can then be obtained by dividing the magnitude DFT by the spectral envelope. 
The harmonic magnitude contour should be approximately flat over the frequency range, 
between limits of 0 and 1. Harmonic modification is achieved by first constructing the 
complex valued signal using the phase of the DFT and the harmonic waveform. The pitch 
modification factors are given by
newpitch .  ^ _ newpitch
(pitchvalueyj) ’  ^ (pitchvalue )^
Using the resampling method, [25] on a complex waveform for pitch modification, the 
real and imaginary waveforms are interpolated and decimated by the appropriate factor, 
(ttp or a^), to obtain a new complex waveform. This method requires adding values from 
the right when the modification factor is less than one. This is achieved by duplicating 
the high value harmonic waveforms, either as a block or as a mirror image around the 
highest frequency value. The modified complex DFT is obtained by multiplying with the 
spectral envelope. Figure 5.11 shows schematically the algorithm used to obtain the
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modified DFT for one frame. The modification process is applied to the left and right 
frames. The overall modified waveform is obtained by averaging the real and imaginary 
components obtained from the two modified DFT's. The intermediate time domain 
window, is then obtained by IDFT. Figure 5.12 compares the results of the derived frame 
magnitude spectral envelope with those of the time domain derived concatenation frames. 
Using spectral copying, or spectral folding, to regenerate higher frequency samples is not 
very satisfactory. However in this case the range of regenerated samples is limited, since 
the modification factor is only half the difference between the two pitch values.
5.5 Synthesis Implementation
The synthesis system was based on TDPSOLA. The diphones were set up as a database 
with information pertaining to the pitchmarks, the number of pitches in the diphone, and 
the number of pitches for each type of phone in the diphone. Each diphone has associated 
a figure of merit regarding the 'elasticity' of the two ends. This 'elasticity' defines how 
much frames, as a percentage of the number within the natural diphone, can be added or 
deleted to each phone of the diphone. While transient phones such as unvoiced bursts are 
considered inelastic, and they cannot be changed, vowel start phones are highly elastic, 
and can be changed by up to 100%. Table 5.1 shows the figure-of-merit for various types 
of phones on each side of the diphone. The code for elasticity implies an allowable 
maximum rate of
0% change in the number of frames for an elastic value of 0
25% change in the number of frames for an elastic value of 1
50% change in the number of frames for an elastic value of 2
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Figure 5.8 Concatenation Frame
(a) Small difference in the pitch m = 5.
(b)Large difference in the pitch m = 16.
Frames obtained using (i) maximum spacing; (ii) block; (iii) random.
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Figure 5.9 Spectral Envelope of Concatenation Frame
(a) Small difference in the pitch m = 5.
(b) Large difference in the pitch m = 16.
Spectral Envelope using (i) maximum spacing; (ii) block; (iii) random.
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Figure 5.11
Schematic of derivation of intermediate frame using FDPSOLA
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Figure 5.12 
Spectral Envelope of concatenative frames
(a) m = 5. (i) frequency derived; (ii) time derived
(b) m = 16. (i) frequency derived; (ii) time derived
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Phoneme T ype Diphone
Position
ElcBfidly
vowels front 2
bock 0
unvoiced fricatives front 1
back 1
unvoiced stops front 0
back 1
voiced fricatives front 1
back 1
voiced stops front 0
back 1
iaterd end nos ds front 1
back 1
dphffiongs front 0
back 0
rhotcrisotion front 0
back 0
unvdoed offrioai’es front 1
back 1
vdoed athi cates front 1
back 0
Table 5.1
There are some exceptions especially when the actual phone duration in the stored 
diphone is shorter than the average for other diphones in which case the elasticity is 
moved down by one from '2' to T' or from T' to 'O'. A preliminary investigation was 
made on the variation of pitch in all voiced diphones. Figure 5.13 shows a histogram of 
pitch period in terms of samples, P(n), assumed at a sampling rate of lOkHz. Ideally for 
TDPSOLA the window should be equal to exactly two pitch periods centered round the 
present pitchmark.This however would entail a division process per window in each 
overlap add operation in the synthesis. In this implementation three window sizes are 
used.
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Figure 5.13
This ensures that for any local pitch average the frame ratio is given by
1.75  ^ Fg  ^ 2.25
This is satisfactory for the theoretical basis on which TDPSOLA works for pitch 
modification. The duration control at the synthesis level, is worked out per phone. The 
duration is changed in units of size equal to whole pitch values to maintain pitch 
synchronous synthesis. This is however strictly subject to the elastic rules of Table 5.1. 
This means for example, that at the onset and start of voicing in vowels, the pitch can 
be modified, but the number of pitch synchronous frames cannot. The required changes 
to duration, resulting from pitch modification are also taken into account at this stage. 
The calculation of duration is a dynamic procedure within the rule synthesis module 
which looks at the present real position in time and the nominal position according to the 
rules, and adds or deletes appropriate frames at pitch synchronous positions to keep the 
difference to a minimum along the whole speech track. Figure 5.14 is a schematic of the 
synthesis part of the TTS system. The output is the speech data to be played as a set of
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Figures. 14
linear integers. This can then be applied to signal processing IC's directly. In this case 
a short runtime routine passes the speech data to an TMS320C25 based signal processing 
card. It can also be adapted to other standards such as WAV and played on sound cards 
using this standard. Preliminary investigations have shown that the speech produced is 
quite intelligible. More formal testing is reported in Chapter 7.
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LINGUISTIC PROCESSING
6.1 Introduction
The written form of a language makes use of a closed set of symbols commonly called 
letters or graphemes. Each language has its own set of graphemes. The spoken form of 
a language, on the other hand, has a set of permissible acoustic productions in three vocal 
dimensions, which are pitch, amplitude and time, [1]. The set of productions is the 
abstract set of phonemes, which define the minimal set of distinct sounds in the language. 
The actual production of these phonemes are the phones, or allophones which depend on 
the vocal dimensions mentioned above. In practice the phones, in this work, are being 
produced by concatenating diphones. In moving from speech to text the loss of prosodic 
information is essentially complete. This means that there is practically no information 
on the three vocal dimensions in the written form of a language. There are a few symbols 
such as '?' and '!' and , from which there can be some inference on intonation, and 
some others such as to infer rhythmic boundaries, that are not so reliable. The text to 
speech transformation therefore has limited information on which to built prosody. In 
defining the linguistic processing methodology several methods have appeared in the 
literature. The traditional method [2], uses a linear sequential system where the 
information at one level is added to information at a subsequent level, generating 
eventually a complex string of characters whose symbolism relates all the information 
regarding the text for synthesis. Figure 6.1(a) illustrates the procedure. The other method 
first introduced by Hertz [3], and expounded by others, [4], is to operate on the text at
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different levels but synchronizing the analysis at different levels. Figure 6.1(b) illustrates 
the idea. In this case each level of analysis can use its own symbolism, something that 
the linear system cannot, since it could only accomodate one overall set of symbols. This 
multilayer framework is hierarchical but for proper operation it requires a special 
language to be able to use the synchronisation effectively. This clearly ties the whole 
structure to this formalism, making it difficult to alter. A different type of framework is 
proposed by Dutoit et al, [5]. In this case the overall analysis is done by submodules that 
are connected together by a common data structure and a common formalism for the rule 
set. In this way the analysis is still hierarchical, but is not tied to the synchronizing 
language formalism. At each level the rules are under-specified in the sense that only the
Linear Parser Input Text
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merged
Level 1
Layer 1
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Layers 1 & 2 
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Linguistic Analysis
Syntactic Analysis
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Figure 6.2
partial information required at the level is obtained. The overall processing is based on 
the unification of the partial information. Figure 6.2 illustrates the linguistic analysis 
procedures adopted in this work. The linguistic processing on the text therefore involves 
a set of transformations on the surface text. The method used here involves a rule based 
system with a separation between the rule definitions, the rule operations and the input 
data formalism. Data is kept in small local tables or exception dictionaries. Most tables 
have been modified into a B-Tree data structure to speed up access, but also to be able
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to retain other information relating to syntax and prosody. In this way addition / deletion 
of the data is completely independent of the rule formalism. The linguistic processing 
performed involves preprocessing the written text to change abbreviations, numbers, dates 
into their written form or directly to a phonemic transcription. This is followed by a 
linguistic analysis at the syntactic level, and a phonemic analysis at the lexical level. The 
information from the syntactic and lexical level are then used on the phonemic string to 
generate the appropriate diphones, and associate with them prosodic features of 
intonation, duration and stress. This hierarchical organisation also allows the independent 
generation of different modules with the same functionality, allowing also proper 
comparison between different methods to perform a given task. It also allows a less than 
optimal working system to operate, with some modules missing.
6.2 Preprocessing
6.2.1 Introduction
The preprocessor is necessary since any incoming text is in general mixed. The text is 
broken down into short phrases which are essentially all the alphanumeric and 
punctuation characters in between white space characters. Each such phrase in general 
may have characters, digits, punctuation and any mixture of the three types. The aim of 
the module is to examine the phrases and decide on whether each phrase is a single word 
to be passed to the next stage of processing or whether it is a phrase requiring 
preprocessing. The most common non-word phrases are acronyms, abbreviations, digits 
and dates. There is also the problem that some of these symbols have a word 
pronounciation that depends on usage. The aim of the preprocessor is therefore to look 
out for character strings that are considered non words, to try and obtain the context, and
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hence to convert the character strings to words, [6]. There are various methods that can 
be used, such as dictionary look up, rule based analysis, and a more formalised rule 
application based on finite state automata, [7]. Since the actual requirements for different 
types such as acronyms and dates, are different, there can be a hybrid of more than one 
method in the actual implementation.
6.2.2 Initial preprocessing
In Maltese Text-to-Speech the first problem is due to the four graphemes, c, g, h, z, that 
are non-standard on a keyboard. Since there are various computer keys used, and there 
is as yet no one standard established, incoming text has to have the ASCII characters 
used for these four graphemes, (essentially eight because of capital letters), translated into 
a common internal standard to the text-to-speech system. A phrase is made up of all 
ASCII characters between whitespace characters. Initially the phrase is checked and a 
decision made whether it is directly a word or a non word. This is a simple heuristic 
based on whether a given phrase has more than one capital letter in the alphanumeric 
string, and the occurrence of non alphabetic ASCII characters in the string. If it is a 
nonword further processing is done to establish whether it is an acronym, or an 
abbreviation, a number or a mixture of characters and numbers, or a date. The operations 
on each type are then treated separately.
6.2.3 Acronyms and Abbreviations
In theory there is an infinite set of acronyms. Moreover they are also liable to become 
obsolete being replaced by new ones. However on examining written text such as
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newspapers, one can find a certain limited number of acronyms which are used regularly, 
while others are relatively rare depending on the context. The common ones are put into 
an exception dictionary. The rest require some rule mechanism to recognise and handle. 
The analysis is shown as a finite state automaton, FSA, in Figure 6.3. The acronyms are 
transformed to the spoken version of each character, eg FOI becomes ("eff ow aj " ). 
Abbreviations can involve an initial capital letter, and a punctuation mark, (eg Dr. ). A 
list of the common abbreviations is kept in a table lookup for reference. Any 
unrecognized abbreviations will in most cases be treated as acronyms. In Maltese 
acronyms and numbers can be embedded with the definite article, eg " F7 - 1972 ; tal- 
FIFA : " . This requires two runs on such alphanumeric strings, first to separate out the 
article, and then to check for the acronyms.
UC
LC [PM,B]
LCUC
Figure 6.3
6.2.4 Mixed Strings
In general a short phrase can also be a mixed string of ASCII characters. In Maltese this 
is quite common since the language uses the symbol ' - ' ,  explicitly to denote the definite 
article, ( eg " îî-ktieh ” meaning "the book''). In running text therefore one can get a
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String such as " FI-1997 " meaning "In 1997 Such mixed strings could also denote 
dates " 27/6/97 ", percentages such as 14.3%, etc. Moreover there are separated mixed 
strings such as " 10.00 am " , where the digits are separate from the characters, but the 
overall meaning is context dependent, (in this case time). The treatment of such strings 
in the English Language can be found in [6]. In general the treatment involves rules and 
heuristics, since it cannot possibly be met by having a dictionary. Moreover in general, 
and in particular for the mixed strings mentioned at the beginning of this section, the 
analysis must also retain syntactic information about the definite article, and whether the 
number is cardinal or ordinal. Clearly, the mixed string analysis can never be completely 
guaranteed, and is highly dependent on the context of the text being analysed. The default 
is to spell out each alphanumeric character of the string.
6.2.5 Digits
In spoken Maltese, digits are treated separately, depending on their context. Telephone 
numbers, card numbers and car numbers are said as individual digits. Years are said as 
a total composite number. Moreover we also tend to use the English version of the 
numbers, except that the pronounciation is Maltese and not English. An initial preference, 
expressed by the user activates either the Maltese or the English version of the 
alphanumeric character database. The most important attributes from this analysis is the 
prosodic information relating to breath groups. Composite numbers tend to be spoken in 
distinct breath groups, depending on the order of the number. Individual digits are more 
complex varying from one group for short numbers, (e.g 1-2-3-4-5) to small groupings 
for longer (telephone) numbers, (e.g 12-34-56). Clearly, since composite numbers can 
grow to infinity , rules are necessary to build up the spoken version of the number. One
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particular distinction in Maltese spoken numbers is that the order of speaking connected 
digits is thousands, hundreds, units and tens. The FSA is an embedded system which uses 
the FSA's for lower denominations to obtain the higher.
6.2.6 Proper Nouns
Except at the beginning of a sentence, a word that starts with a capital letter, unless it has 
been found as being an acronym or an abbreviation, is treated as a proper noun. The 
treatment of proper nouns is still a very difficult problem. Again it is practically 
impossible to have a lookup dictionary. Other methods have been proposed such as the 
use of morphological analysis combined with letter to sound rules [8], inductive learning 
using Hidden Markov Models [9], bigram or trigram models at the letter level, similar 
to those used at the word level for syntactic analysis, [10]. In this case, this is used to 
postulate the linguistic origin of the proper name. Methods involving the use of neural 
networks have also appeared, [11]. In this work only an exceptions list has been used, 
which is looked up prior to using the letter to sound rules. Preliminary investigation on 
n-gram letter models, using 3 and 4 letter combinations, have been conducted. This 
attempts to subdivide the surname into morphs, to decide from the constituent morphs the 
linguistic origin, and hence to assign a phonemic string to the morphs. However analysis 
was conducted on only a small list of surnames and place names. Ideally this should 
involve the statistical analysis of the morph occurrence, as well as of the context 
occurrence of groups of morphs. But this requires a large database with a phonemic 
rendering of the proper names.
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6.2.7 Example
Figure 6.4 illustrates typical output from the preprocessor. The figure shows the original 
input. This is then broken down into phrases, which are analysed. The second part of the 
figure shows the analysis on the phrases. There are three fields shown. The word field 
is not the same for all entries, since for acronyms, abbreviations and numbers, it is 
already converted into a phonemic form while for all types 0, there is still a 
morphological and phonemic analysis to be done. The meaning of the code numbers is 
given at the side.
Dr. M. Fester BA., L.L.D. leîïaq Ministru fl-1965. Kien twil 1.49m u joqghod fd a r  
antika, f ta r f  il-Mosta bl-indirizz 4,Triq St.Ubaldeska, Mosta MST08.
Phrase 1 is Dr.
Word 0 is DOTTOR Type 7 Concat 4
0 unknownPhrase 2 is M. 1 article2 adverbWord 1 is ME Type 8 Concat 0 3 verb
Phrase 3 is Fester 4 adj ective5 proper
Word 2 is FESTER Type 5 Concat 0 6 noun7 abbreviation
Phrase 4 is BA., 8 acronym9 number
Word 3 is BE Type 8 Concat 1 10 time
Word 4 is A Type 8 Concat 4 Key to Types
Phrase 5 is L.L.D.
Word 5 is LE Type 8
Word 6 is LE Type 8
Word 7 is D Type 0
Concat 1 
Concat 0 
Concat 0
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Phrase 6 is lehaq 
Word 8 is LE'AQ Type 0 Concat 0
Phrase 7 is Ministru
Word 9 is M INISTRU Type 5 Concat 0
Phrase 8 is fl-1965. 
Word 10 is FL Type 1 Concat 1
0 unknown1 continuant
2  same front/back
Word 11 is ELF Type 9 Concat 4 grapheme 3 initiai >vowei
Word 12 is D ISA Type 9 Concat 1 4 medium pause
Word 13 is MIJA Type 9 Concat 4
5 stop pause
Word 14 is “A M SA Type 9 Concat 1
Key to Concat
Word 15 is U Type 9 Concat 1
Word 16 is SITTYN Type 9 Concat 0
Phrase 9 is Kien 
Word 17 is KIEN Type 0 Concat 0
Phrase 10 is twil 
Word 18 is TWIL Type 0 Concat 0
Phrase 11 is 1.49m 
Word 19 is W FET Type 9 Concat 0
Word 20 is PUNT Type 0 Concat 0
Word 21 is ERBA Type 9 Concat 1
Word 22 is D ISA Type 9 Concat 0
Word 23 is METRI Type 0 Concat 0
Phrase 12 is u
Word 24 is U Type 0 Concat 0
Phrase 13 is joqgtlod  
Word 25 is JOQG'OD Type 0 Concat 0
Phrase 14 is fdar  
Word 26 is F Type 1 Concat 1
Word 27 is D AR Type 0 Concat 0
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F Type 
TARF Type
Type
Phrase 15 is antika,
Word 28 is ANTIK A  Type
Phrase 16 i s f ta i f  
W ord 29 is 
W ord 30  is 
Phrase 17 is il-Mosta 
Word 31 is IL Type
Word 32  is M O STA  Type
Phrase 18 is bl-indirizz 
W ord 33 is BL
Word 34 is INDIRIZZ Type
Phrase 19 is 4,Tnq
Word 35 is  ER BA  Type
W ord 36 is TRIQ Type
Phrase 20 is St.Ubaldeska,
Word 37 is SEJNT Type
Word 38 is U BA LD ESK A
Phrase 21 is Mosta 
Word 39 is 
Phrase 22  is MST08.
W ord 40  is
W ord 41 is 
W ord 42  is 
W ord 43 is 
W ord 44  is
M E Type 
SE Type 
TE Type 
D°ERO Type 
TM INJA Type
9
5
7
Type
M OSTA Type 5
Concat 4
Concat 1 
Concat 0
Concat 1 
Concat 0
1 Concat 1
0 Concat 0
Concat 0 
Concat 0
Concat 0 
5
Concat 0
Concat 1 
C oncat 1 
Concat 1 
Concat 1 
Concat 0
Concat 0
Figure 6.4 Output o f the Preprocessor
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6.3 Morphological Analysis
6.3.1 Introduction
Morphology is the study of word building blocks. These blocks are called morphemes. 
Both the part of speech category and the meaning of a surface word are explained in 
terms of these morphemic constituents. Each word can be considered to have a stem to 
which are attached affixes. The affixes can be prefixes and suffixes. There are three types 
of word building distinguished. Inflectional morphology involves the addition of affixes 
to a word that outputs a different form of the word changing its number, gender, tense, 
person agreement appropriate to a particular syntactic context, (boat - boats). In this case 
the part of speech category does not change. Derivational morphology takes a word and 
adds or deletes or changes affixes to give rise to a new part of speech category (eg 
collide - collision). Compound morphology involves abutment of stems to generate new 
stems, (life, boat - lifeboat). The different word types are known as parts of speech giving 
a classification of words based on their use within the particular language. Certain 
morpheme affixes are associated with different parts of speech. A given word can have 
more than one part of speech classification.
Morphological analysis can be performed in principle using regular grammars. One of the 
formalisms (Chomsky) is known as generative grammar. Generative implies that the 
grammar specifies how each valid word is constructed. The notation of the rules of the 
generative grammar have a form
X -  Y / LAR : C (6.1)
which means that X changes to Y given a left and right context for X, and given a 
condition C. All or some of L, R, and C can be null. In practice there are intricate
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problems in deriving the regular rules either automatically or using human experts. 
Several methods have been proposed in the literature. In MITALK, Allen, Hunnicutt and 
Klatt use a morph database to obtain a decomposition of the word into constituent 
morphs, using a finite state automaton and weighting, to decide on a valid morpheme 
decomposition. This presupposes the availability of a reliable morpheme database. Since 
in text-to-speech synthesis the main requirement is to break down the sentence into 
blocks giving rise to natural sounding speech, the morphological analysis performed on 
the words does not have to be exhaustive. This in turn implies that in the subsequent 
syntactic analysis no detailed overall parsing is achieved. Full sentence parsing is in any 
case a highly complicated problem, which may result in a non real time analysis. Instead 
it was decided to use detailed morphological analysis on some parts of speech only. This 
decision is based on the motivation that in a TTS system the important factor is to have 
good prosodic features, even if the input does not necessarily have a complete 
grammatically well formed sentence. Since there exists no morph database for Maltese 
an experimental system has been set up. Since Maltese has a high Semitic content many 
words cannot be classified into the classical morpheme system used for Romance 
languages. The database is not based on morphemes as used in Romance languages, but 
on consonants from a root stem which is more appropriate to Semitic languages, see 
Appendix B. At present it is based on a subset which is representative of all the types 
of verb forms in Maltese. The list includes all the commonly used verbs as obtained from 
an analysis of a corpus made up of various types of material, including books, 
newspapers, and parliamentary debate reports. The rules of syntax of the language are 
then used by another part of the linguistic processor, the syntactic analyser, to generate 
a sentence parse, based on the information obtained from the morphological analysis.
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6.3.2 Morphological Analyser
The morphological analyser is used to try to distinguish in a sentence the function words 
and the verb words. In any case the number of content words, (including verbs) in a 
language is dynamic and therefore cannot be included completely in any dictionary. 
Inflectional morphology is being used, which is suitable for verb forms.
Function words in Maltese are classified [12] as partidelli and pronomi and they are made 
up of pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections and adverbs. These can in turn 
be
distinct words eg hawn , hekk, g h a t , qabel, jien  
have personal pronoun suffixes : gholina , qablek 
be composite made up of combinations: hawnhekk, ghcdhekk 
short phrases; fuq  il-qalb , sewwa sew
In addition the definite article is added to the list of function words. The dictionary by 
Aquilina, was used to obtain a comprehensive list of function words, for the database in 
this analyser. Usually morphological analysis is associated with content words. However 
in Maltese some function words use inflectional morphemes as suffixes. Moreover the 
definite article, and function words that assimilate the definite article, change their final 
letter for some consonants, distinguished as xemxin, [13]. Morphological analysis is 
therefore essential to keep the function word database to a reasonable size. Function word 
types are also being distinguished.These are
1. article {il-, ir-, etc )
2. pronoun (jien, huma, etc.)
3. adverb (hekk,sewwa etc.)
4. conjunction (u, jekk,mela, etc)
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5. prepositions assimilating the article (mas- , fil- , ta ',etc )
This subdivision is important as it helps in the syntactic analysis. The definite article is 
associated with a noun or an adjective, the pronoun is associated with a noun phrase, a 
conjunction introduces a phrase, and the adverb indicates a verb phrase. Many function 
words can be of more than one type, and depend on the sentence syntax for the outcome. 
Verb words in Maltese can be, like in other languages conjugated in the present tense and 
past tense. There is no formal future tense, as in Italian, and auxiliary verbs are used to 
obtain other tenses. In general the present tense has prefixes to distinguish person, and 
a suffix to distinguish singular and plural. The past tense has suffixes to distinguish both 
person and quantity (singular and plural). In all of these the surface form of the stem can 
change. Like other languages there are numerous exceptions. Other verb words include 
the imperative, the negation of the verb and the passive and reflexive forms. Additionally 
the Maltese language tends to use suffixes extensively with verb words, to obtain generic 
accusative and dative object. For example
nikteb I am writing
niktibhom I am writing them
niktibhomlok I am writing them, to you.
kitbithieli She wrote it (fem.), to me.
The number of pronoun suffixes that can be added to every verb is considerable, see 
Appendix B3. Noun and adjective words are not distinguished formally within the 
morphological analysis. More importantly however is to distinguish noun and adjective 
words from verb words, since many noun words are derived from the verb stem and are 
very similar, eg (v. kiser n. kisra; v. qsar n. qosor adj. qasir ). The nouns in general
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have the usual inflection forms, (gender, quantity). Many nouns however can also take 
the pronoun suffixes as in function words. Adjectives have gender, quantity and grades. 
The rule sets include the necessary checks.
As already mentioned, the morphological analysis cannot be based on whole stems, as 
in Romance languages. It is based on the consonants in the stem. In Semitic languages 
the number of consonants in the stem and more importantly, their sequence is constant 
and appears in any derived form, with very little exception. The vowels, the number of 
vowels, and their actual position, can change completely.
To keep the same formalism the same data structure is defined for the analysis of the 
function words and the verb words. This consists essentially of the stem consonants, the 
stem word, the part of speech, and the lexical group. The stem consonants are obtained 
directly from the stem word. The lexical group relates to the VC, (vowel consonant) 
sequence within the word. This order gives rise to different manipulations of prefixes and 
suffixes with the stem. This can be seen within the morphological rules.
6.3.2.1 Function Word Analysis
Appendix B.l gives the list of rules, and the suffixes tested in looking for function 
words. Many of the rules can be grouped together during analysis by looking at the 
lexical group of the stem under test. The analysis starts by looking for valid suffixes. The 
remaining stem is analysed for the consonants within the stem. The function word 
database is then examined for keys with the same consonants or more. Each 
corresponding entry has its lexical group which is then used for the test. The test is 
according to the morphological rule appropriate for that lexical group. If a match is made 
the word is assigned the corresponding function word category stored in the function
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word database. The function word part of speech is therefore built up partly from the 
morphological rules and partly from the database. If no match exists between any of the 
possible lexemes and the stem of the surface word, the word is not assigned and it is 
again analysed for a verb word. A function word that is an article implies that the 
succeeding word is a noun or an adjective. The succeeding word is therefore marked and 
takes no further part in morphological analysis. The output of the functional analysis is 
included within the output of the morphological analysis in Table 6.1 .
6.3.2.2 Verb Word Analysis
All words not declared in the function word analysis and not already processed by the 
pre-processor, are examined for verb word. Verb word analysis is initially different from 
function word since verb words can also have prefixes. All possible consonant group 
sequences made up of two or more consonants from the surface form word are 
considered, starting from the sequence with all the consonants in the surface word. 
Initially these groups are passed through the irregular verb list, then through the mute 
verb list, then through the database. (Mute verbs are those that have a consonant in the 
stem that is missing in the surface form). Any consonant groupings found in the surface 
form that have entries in the dictionaries, (irregular, mute or main) are potential 
candidates. For the first potential candidate the lexeme stem part defined as that part of 
the surface word that incorporates the lexeme consonants is isolated. If any prefix or 
suffix stems result, these are examined using the morphological rules for verbs. This 
results in either rejection since the affix stems cannot result in valid affixes, or valid 
affixes. If the affix stems have any remaining parts after valid suffix and prefix 
assignment, it is returned to the lexeme stem. The lexeme stem is now examined for a
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Il-haxix,fl-ilm a wkoll jista'jitlef hcfnavitamini, fil-fatt jekk  nghidu ahna nhcdlu l-karrotti 
fl-ilm a matul il-lejl dawn jitilfu madwar 60 fil-mija tal-vitamini C u B.
Table 6.1 show s the results from pass 3 at the output o f the verb word analysis, for the sentence above. 
Table 6.1 includes both function word and verb word analysis. The second colum n indicates the verbs 
form s found and the root word in the database.The last colum n is equivalent to the lexw ord colum n o f  the 
preprocessor, with the additional known word types included. The linguistic information code depends on 
the syntactic type. Each fie ld  has an 'X' separator. The main syntactic types are g iven  by 7 for function  
words ; 1 for verbs ; 2  for adjectives and 3 for nouns.
XL 7X 0X1X FD EF1 1
“A X IX OXOX 0
¥L 7X1X13X FD EF1 1
ILM A OXOX 0
W KOLL OXOX 0
JISTA’ SA TA ¥ 1X1X1X1X3X11! 3
JITLEF TILEF 1X1X1X1X3X111 3
“A FN A 7X 0X 1C X D EFA U L T 0
VITAM INI OXOX 0
FIL 7X1X13X FD EF1 1
FATT OXOX 0
JEKK 7X 0X 1C X D EFA U LT 0
N G 'IDU ¥A D 1X1X1X2X1X111 3
A"NA 7X 0X 12XDEFAULT 0
N “ALLU “ALL 1X1X1X2X1X111 3
L 7X 2X 01X 1
KARROTTI OXOX 0
FL 7X 1X13XFDEF1 1
ILM A OXOX 0
M ATUL
XL
7X 0X 1CXDEFAULT  
7X 0X 1 X FD E Fl 1
0
LEJL OXOX 0
D A W N 7X0X12X FD EF1 0
JXTXLFU TXLEF 1X1X1X2X3X111 3
M A D W A R 7X 0X 13XFDEF1 0
SXTTYN OXOX 9
FXL 7X1X13X FD EF1 1
MXJA 7X 1X 13X FD E F2 0
TAL 7X 1X 13XFDEF3 1
VXTAMXNX OXOX 0
SX OXOX 8
U 7X 0X 1 CXDEFAULT 0
BE OXOX 8
Table 6.1
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valid lexeme stem for the particular database lexeme under test. A separate rule set for 
each verb type checks whether the stem form of the surface word, is valid for such a verb 
type. If it is validated the stem has the immediate prefix and suffix restored. (This should 
exclude all pronoun suffixes). This results in a word form (P).X.(S) , where P is an 
optional prefix, and similarly for the suffix. This diminished surface word form is used 
to obtain, from the linguistic database for the verb type, the linguistic analysis for the 
word. The process is repeated for the other potential candidates. If no valid outcome 
results, or if initially there are no potential candidates the word is declared as a non verb 
word. The list of linguistic rules, the associated (P).X.(S) format and the detailed stem 
structure where necessary, are included in Appendix B2. Note that the output generated 
by the morphological analysis is shown in coded form in Table 6.1 The field structure 
of the records for each type is listed in Appendix B 4.
The present analysis is based on consonants, and is not capable of resolving two types 
of situations. The first is when two verbs are of the same type and differ only by a 
vowel, (e.g. qom — he stood up ; qiem — he adored ). The system cannot resolve the 
word nqumu (we stand up) from the word nqimu (we adore). However both outcomes are 
given by the analysis. The second instance is when the derivational morphology between 
verb and noun or adjective involves a change of vowels, (e g b^da ,(he started; bidji 
(start). The analysis results in both outcomes, though clearly a native speaker can 
distinguish between them. This kind of unresolved choice can usually be resolved at the 
syntactic stage. One of the future features to be added is to use a vowel tier on the 
present morphological analysis structure. An error is considered to occur whenever a 
word that is not a function or a verb word is classified as such by the analysis, or if 
words whose root stems are included in the databases are missed by the analysis.
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6.3.2.S Syntactic Analysis
The purpose of the syntactic analysis in this work is not the generation of a detailed 
sentence parse, but the generation of enough information to be able to achieve the 
following requirements.
1. Breakdown of the sentence into proper sub-parts for proper grouping of words in 
the rhythmic breath groups and subsequent indications for intonation.
2. The distinction of homographs so that these words have the internal stress applied 
on the appropriate syllable. There can also be some homonyms recognised by the 
morphological analysis.
Since there is at present no prosodic module in the system, there is only rudimentary 
syntactic analysis associated with word groups.
6.4 Grapheme to Phoneme Conversion
6.4.1 Introduction
Appendix A lists the Maltese graphemes and the list of recognized phonemes according 
to Azzopardi, [14].
Some salient considerations in Maltese letter to phoneme conversion are:
(a) Two orthographic letters, gti and h, are silent but affect the length of the vowel 
and diphthongs.
(b) Two graphemes, gîi, and ie are each written as a combination of two other letters. 
Therefore, since in computer text they make use of two ASCII characters, they 
require special treatment.
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(c) Devoicing of final voiced consonant;
Consonant clusters are either voiced or unvoiced depending on the voicing type 
of the last consonant in the cluster.
(d) The use of two orthographic vowels i, u, that represent the four phonemes I, Y, 
U, Ü . (respectively equivalent to the English vowel phonemes in fit, feet, look, 
boot ).
(e) A considerable number of homographs that can only be resolved by syntactic 
analysis. The most common are
(i) Semitic words o f type CVCCVC that have stress on first vowel when 
verbs and on second vowel when noun;
(ii) words that change the length of the vowel depending on the syntactic 
category, but still keep the same primary stress
6.4.2 Stress
Primary stress in Maltese words may occur in the last three nucleic syllables of the word.
Some considerations are:
(a) All words ending in a vowel, that are stressed on the last vowel use diacritic
marks on the vowel in the orthographic transcription;
(b) All words having stress on second from last vowel are of Romance origin having
specific prefixes and suffixes, and have kept their original stress.
(c) The ARP Abet vowels i, u, (denotd here as Y and ü), and the vowel ie, are always
stressed.
The overall primary stress pattern of words, estimated using a 24,000 word corpus
derived from newspapers, books and parliamentary reports gives
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12 % penultimate syllable;
25 % last syllable;
3 % third from last syllable.
Primary stress assignment is traditionally considered part of the letter to sound 
conversion. It can also be expressed in terms of a rule set.
6.4.3 Rule Based System
It is generally accepted that the grapheme to phoneme conversion can be achieved with 
simple finite state transducers, without the need to express input strings as a hierarchical 
structure before actually transcribing them. It is also accepted that in both cases this can 
be done in a variety of ways. The set of rules used in this TTS system are listed in 
Appendix C. In general such serial analysis requires the understanding that some 
graphemes result in no phonemes, some phonemes are realised by a combination of 
graphemes, and some phonemes are influenced by previous or subsequent phonemes. 
Some graphemes give rise to one simple transcription rule. This is the case for /O/. Some 
others are highly productive giving rise to various phonemes, depending on their context. 
This is the case for /gîi/. The two graphemes HI and /U/ while only giving rise to two 
different phonemes each, require a considerable rule set, with a considerable number of 
conditions to be examined before obtaining an outcome. Extensive use is made of the 
outcome of the morphological analysis, as can be seen in the Appendix C. In fact till 
such time as the morphological database includes all the verbs of Semitic origin, there 
will be misses. There is also the need of exceptions lists for various rules, which include 
nouns. Before passing through the rule based system every word is passed through the 
main exceptions dictionary that lists the most common foreign spelt words that have
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become accepted. While many foreign derived words have been phonetically transcribed 
and accepted into the language, others have not. The list includes the most common, 
based on newspaper statistics. This list includes also names and surnames. If it exists in 
this dictionary then it is transcribed and the rule set is not used. The corpus mentioned 
above was also transcribed manually and used to check out the validity of the rule set. 
The results obtained show a 1.5% error in phonetic realisation and 0.5% errors in primary 
stress assignment. It is essential to have a computerised corpus to be able to obtain more 
reliable results. At present this can only be done by a bootstrapping system where the 
corpus is built from the rules, with manual checking to edit errors.
6.4.4 Postprocessing
After the grapheme to phoneme conversion, the phonemic words have to be analysed to 
decide on the diphone sequence. The factors to be considered are:
(i) which phoneme strings generated by the grapheme to phoneme conversion need 
to be altered. This applies particularly to consecutive similar vowels originating 
from a surface grapheme sequence of / V hV / or /V gîl V/ that give a VV output.
(ii) the data build up in the concat field of each word, from the linguistic processing
(iii) pause insertions.
The phoneme to diphone conversion makes use of a set of rules to automatically obtain 
the diphone stream from the phoneme sequence, taking into account the stress, and the 
continuity at word boundaries. These rules are serial so that each phoneme is examined 
once using the previous phoneme, the next phoneme, and if an initial or final phone the 
concatenation parameter. Further, if a vowel, stress information is also considered. The
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output is a diphone stream, with information relating to duration and vowel prosody. This 
information is at present not used, pending the design of the prosodic module. Duration 
information is used in conjunction with the stored pitch synchronous data associated with 
each diphone, to work out addition/ deletion of pitch frames as required. Figure 7.1 gives 
a typical output of the phoneme to diphone module. The concat field defines which words 
need to be concatenated, without an intermediate silence pause. This includes article + 
word, idiomatic expressions, words in word number phrases. The final phoneme and the 
first phoneme must be considered as if they were in the same word. The concat field also 
keeps track of whether the same phone is at the end and start. This must also be 
considered since, unless it is a point of major pause, the speech flow requires continuity. 
Another factor is the conjunction "U", (meaning and), which occurs regularly and needs 
to be changed because of coarticulation, the change depending on the preceding and 
succeeding phonemes. There are other similar factors to be considered. Finally pause 
insertions are worked out using a simple count of syllables, ensuring though that the 
break occurs between words with such a possibility.
At this point the linguistic module of the TTS system has a serial stream of diphones, 
(effectively diphone names), and some prosody information, which is passed, (see Figure 
5.14), to the speech generation stage. Note that since at present the intonation module is 
not complete, the only prosody done is to alter the durational length according to the 
primary stress and, depending on neighbouring phonemes, by calculating the number of 
pitch synchronous pitch lengths to be added or deleted. This information is passed to the 
speech synthesis stage which is responsible for the alteration and smooth concatenation 
of the diphone stream.
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SYSTEM EVALUATION
7.1 Introduction
The quality assessment of a TTS system requires various types of evaluation. In particular 
there is a considerable distinction between the evaluation of the linguistic module and the 
evaluation of the speech generation module.
7.2 Linguistic Module Evaluation
The linguistic module can be tested objectively, without involving human listeners. The 
performance can be based on errors. The errors themselves can be of various types 
including ommission errors, inclusion errors, and exchange errors. The testing could be 
at a word level or at a continuous text level. The Maltese TTS system was evaluated at 
three levels. These are :
(i) the preprocessor level
(ii) the word level for the letter to sound conversion and primary stress
(iii) the phoneme to diphone conversion
The preprocessor level was tested by using as input short newspaper excerpts on current 
news, which tend to have a larger proportion of mixed strings. Table 7.1(a) includes the 
text and the characteristics of the newspaper excerpts. Table 7.1(b) are the results after 
the preprocessing.
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7.2.1 Preprocessor Test
Zieda fil-prezz ta' 23 prodott medicinali ohra. Id-Direttur tal-Kummerc talab lill-importaturi ewlenin tal- 
gobon biex jirregolarizzaw minnufih il-qaghda taghhom  jekk ma jridux Ii jittiehdu passi kontrihom. Fi 
stqarrija uffiôjali ohra jissem m a 11 wara investigazzjonijiet ii saru fd iversi hw ienet instab ii HAG Coffee 
100 grms u Olio Carapelli 750 ml kienu qed jinbieghu L m l.8 5 c  m inflok Lm 1.49c u Lm 2.376 minflok  
L m 2.35c, rispettivament.
Ilium fis-7 .00  p.m. s jsir rally ghall-partitarji kollha ta' B'Kara FC fid-Centru 1-gdid tal-club. It-tema se tkun 
'Nibqghu maghqudin sal-ahhar',
George B onello  fis-7 ta' April, 1997 ipprezenta talba fil-Prim 'Awla tal-Qorti C ivili ghal hrug ta' mandat 
ta' sekwestru kontra Sliem a wanderers. L -ex President ta' Sliem a Wanderers sostna li dan il-mandat ta' 
sekwestru kontra Sliema ghandu jsir ghas-som m a ta' L m ll ,9 0 0  lilu dovuti u anke ghall-ispejjez tal- 
proceduri legali.
Sentences Alpha
Strings
Mixed
Strings
Total strings separated by 
white space characters
7 76 49 125
Table 7.1 (a)
Sentences Correct 
Alpha strings
%
Correct
Correct Mixed 
Strings
%
Correct
Total
Words
7 76 100 45 92 179
Table 7.1 (b)
The errors were due to lack of entries within the acronym and abbreviation databases, 
which resulted in letter sequences instead of words.
7.2.2 Letter to Phoneme Tests
The text was then passed through the letter to sound module. The results obtained are 
shown in Table 2. The % correct reflects the output where both stress and phonemic
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conversion were correct. The incorrect phonemic conversion was due to 2 foreign words,
Words Correct Phonemic Correct Stress % Correct
184 180 181 97
Table 7.2
(rally,coffee), 1 homograph (PRYM instead of Prim), and one unvoiced to voiced 
conversion at a word boundary. As mentioned in Chapter 6, an earlier test involving 
isolated words run on a Maltese text using all words in the book encountered more than 
once resulted in 1.5% error in phonetisation and 0.5% error in stress assignment.
7.2.3 Phoneme to Diphone Tests
The system was also tested at the phoneme to diphone conversion stage. This tests the 
automatic realisation of the appropriate stream of diphones from the given phoneme 
stream. A very short sentence is used for illustration, in Figure 7.1.
Grapheme: It-tapit fl-intrata ghall-hasil.
Phoneme IT [1],[0],[1] ; TAPYT [2],[1],[0]; FL [0],[0],[1]; INTRATA
[2],[1][2]; AL [1],[0],[1]; "ASYL [2],[1],[5];
Diphones: sil_i ; is_ts; ts_ts; tb_a; as_ps; pb_i; ym_ts; tb sil; sil_f; f  J ;  l_i; is_n; n_ts;
tb_r; r_a; am_ts; tb_a; a_l; 1_“; “_a; as__s; s_i; ym_l; I sil; sil l;
Figure 7.1
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The phoneme output has the phonemes as part of words, the stressed syllable within the 
word, the length of the stressed syllable, and the concatenation parameter at word 
boundaries. The vowel nucleus of unstressed syllables is assumed short. That of stressed 
syllables can be short or long depending on the vowel, open or closed syllable, long 
vowels due to the mute consonants, function or content word. Using the passage in 
Section 7.2.1, the 174 words give rise to 994 diphones. Each diphone is obtained from 
the database as a set of pitch synchronous markers, number of pitch frames on each side 
of the diphone, the elasticity factors, and a set of time samples. The automatic 
conversion, taking into account the interword continuity using the parameter concat, is 
as expected.
7.3 Speech Generation Evaluation
The speech generation stage requires a different type of assessment. While efforts have 
been made to try and evaluate speech quality with respect to some standard, so that the 
evaluation process becomes effectively a distance measure, these objective measurements 
have never been fully satisfactory. It is therefore customary to evaluate the speech 
generation subjectively, using human listeners. A system can be tested for different 
subjective criteria, with the aim of testing the different parts of the speech generation 
modules. This includes
(i) Closed tests where the subject has to choose from a given list the item that is 
heard. These include the modified rhyme test, [1] and the diagnostic rhyme test.
(ii) Open tests where the subject has to write down what is heard, [2], [3]. These are 
usually CV, CVC or CCVC etc.
These tests assess the intelligibility of the speech building blocks whether the system is
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b c d f g Î1 j k 1 m n P q r s t V w X z z %
b 67 1 2 96
c 65 5 93
d 2 68 97
f I 69 99
g i 69 99
g 5 64 1 92
h 24 45 1 64
j 1 2 2 53 10 2 76
k 2 66 2 94
1 1 1 63 1 4 90
m 63 3 3 1 90
n 4 1 6 56 1 2 80
P 4 1 57 7 1 81
q 4 1 1 8 6 48 1 1 69
r 5 2 3 1 1 3 53 1 1 76
s 6 52 10 2 74
t 1 2 67 96
V 2 65 3 93
w 1 1 3 3 62 89
X 70 100
z 5 1 l 33 11 18 1 26
z 6 64 92
c f 23 6 3 35 3 7 1 9 14 10 5 15 12 6 39 13 10 5 15 2 1
b c d f g g h j k I m n P q r s t V w X z z
Figure 7,2
CVC confusion matrix based on 10 listeners who were each given a set of 154 CVC's 
(22 consonants by 7 vowels). Total number of consonants per set is 70.
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a rule-based or concatenative. The Maltese TTS system was tested using a CVC type of 
analysis, testing for the initial consonant, and middle vowel. The test was conducted on 
10 native speakers without any prior experience with synthetic speech. The results 
obtained are shown as a confusion matrix. Figure 7.2. The results are in general 
satisfactory, except for three particular consonants. The phoneme /q/ sound /? / was either 
recognised by a listener, or else not recognised at all. The phoneme /z/ which is an 
affricate /ts/ was in many cases not recognised as a combination but as one of the 
constituent phones. The phoneme /h/ was confused in many cases with /f/.
A further test for intelligibility has been proposed with in the ESPRIT-SAM project, [4]. 
This involves the use of semantically unpredictable sentences using a closed set of 
different syntactic types and a closed set of syntactic structures. The aim is to try to 
isolate the inherent intelligibility of the words from the automatic semantic knowledge 
of meaningful sentences that would automatically reject certain lexical structures by a 
native speaker.
In this case another test using semantically meaningful words with neutral (constant) 
pitch was done, in the absence of a prosodic module. A set of 10 listeners were asked 
first to choose the right word from a set, and then to write down a phrase that they 
listened to. Table 7.3 lists the results obtained.
Marked Words % correct Unmarked Phrases % correct
100 98 50 84
Table 7.3
The results show a marked difference between closed and open tests. While subjective
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measurements have become the major yaidstick of evaluation there can also be problems 
in using human listenets for evaluation. Pisoni [5] lists a number of factors that are 
known to affect the observer performance.
(1) the specific demands imposed by a particular task;
(2) the inherent limitations of the human information processing system;
(3) the experience and training of the human listener;
(4) the linguistic structure of the message set;
(5) the structure and quality of the speech signal.
7.4 Conclusion
The Maltese TTS system modules were evaluated individually and globally. The 
independence of the modules make it easy to analyse, change or replace modules. While 
it is very difficult to compare and assess different TTS systems, the results obtained 
compare favourably with other results for similar modules, reported in the literature, (see 
References Chapter 1).
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER W ORK
8.1 Conclusions
This work required the study of a wide range of issues in the Digital Sound and Natural 
Language Processing areas due to the intrinsic multi-disciplinary nature of the text-to- 
speech synthesis application. The added problem of doing this for a small language with 
practically no computerised language resources such as dictionaries, corpora, etc required 
also a study of how to obtain automatically the raw material necessary to build the 
diphone database for the TTS.
This led to an examination of feature parameters based on mixed parameters rather than 
on uniform parameters such as cepstral and first difference cepstra. The analysis also 
examined the use of the difference parameters round the phone boundaries, rather than 
analysis based on identification of a phoneme at its centre. It was found that the use of 
mixed parameter rate of change vectors result in maximum likelihood matrices that give 
comparable discrimination to cepstral parameter based feature vectors.
The next step in building the diphone database was the automatic pitch synchronous 
marking necessary to build up the diphone database, and the related information of pitch 
synchronous marking. The technique used is relatively new involving the use of a set of 
bandpass filter sections based on the spline wavelet, and using multiresolution 
decomposition techniques for splitting the frequency spectrum. Such splitting is used for 
image boundaries. Here it is used to capture the high rate of change at a pitch pulse. This 
high rate of change can be captured using different resolutions allowing only the high
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rate of change to be obtained and smoothing out lower rates of change. It was found that 
using the first zerocrossing prior to the maximum rate of change peak, gives pitch 
synchronous frames whose boundaries have a minimum value. This results in smoother 
concatenation, with fewer clicks.
Since the Time-Domain Pitch Synchronous Overlap Add (TDPSOLA) concatenation 
technique has become very popular because of its intrinsic simplicity and its high quality, 
the system was based on TDPSOLA. However there are still problems associated with 
TDPSOLA, particularly at boundary concatenation. In this respect an analysis was 
conducted on various techniques that can be used to achieve smooth diphone 
concatenation. In particular the use of intermediate time derived or frequency derived 
frames was examined. It was found that the use of an intermediate pitch frame derived 
from the last and first diphone frames, prior to windowing for TDPSOLA gives a 
smoother evolution of the waveform resulting in less clicks.
The natural language processing modules are esssentially all novel since no computerised 
systems exist for Maltese. In particular the problem of integrating Semitic and romance 
requirements into the morphological analyzer resulted in the adoption of a system which 
while strictly based on the stem consonants for Semitic verb forms uses a morph template 
in the case of romance verbs allowing for integration of both types into one system. The 
grapheme to phoneme conversion system also uses a serial rule language taking into 
account left and right context and conditions, so that the conversion can be achieved in 
a single pass, and not as a hierarchical set of rules employed successively over the word. 
Exceptions are kept in B-tree structures allowing fast access. Post conversion rules then 
look at the phonemic translation and obtain further concatenation information to be used 
at the phoneme to diphone conversion. Since all modules pass information at defined 
boundaries, with defined parameters as input and output, the design and modification of
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separate modules can be achieved without impinging on the overall TTS structure.
8.2 Further Worit
The Maltese TTS still requires a prosodic module. However in the wider context of 
available high quality TTS systems, there is still a long way to go before the output of 
the speech synthesisers becomes indistinguishable from natural speech. At this point the 
actual synthesis tools cannot by themselves produce much better output. The way forward 
must be through better models for human prosody and more precise control on prosody 
parameters including duration, and metrical phrasing. This requires a considerable multi­
disciplinary effort and within the context of the European languages a concerted effort 
to achieve a prosodic model that is essentially language independent, with add-ons for 
each language.
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M altese Graphemes and Phonemes
* The CPS (Computer Phonemic Symbol) uses arbitrary symbols for the graphemes not directly 
available on a computer keyboard. The only criteria is that they are ASCII extended set characters 
to keep one character symbol per phoneme. In practice they can be easily changed by changing 
an include file.
Grapheme Phoneme IPA Phoneme CPS English Equivalent
A , a / a / A up
B ,b / b / B but
C , c / t j / 6 chat
D , d / d / D do
E , e / 3  / E elm
F , f / f / F fed
G ,g / d 5  / N jam
G ,g / g / G get
Gh , gh // gh // < mute >
H , h / / h / / < mute >
H ,h / h / hat
I , i / I , i / I ,  Y ink , eat
Ie , ie / i e / I in
J J / y / J yes
K , k / k / K kick
L , 1 / 1 / L let
M , m / m / M met
N , n I n i N net
0  , 0 / 3  / 0 or
P ,P / p / P pet
Q , q / ? / Q < glottal stop >
R , r / r / R rat
S , s / s / S sat
T , t / t / T ten
U , u /U , u / U , Ü book , boot
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Grapheme Phoneme IPA Phoneme CPS English Equivalent
V , V / V / V vet
W , w / w / W wet
X , X / f / , /  5 / X , / shell , vision
Z ,z / z / « zip
Z , z / ts / , /dz / Z ,n bits , bids
Additionally there are 5 graphemes which are the accented end vowels. These are à, è, ï, ô, ù. 
There is also the character / ' / which is used as the last letter of words that end in the grapheme 
/ gh / . This symbol is therefore an integral part of the word, and is important for TTS analysis.
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Morphological Rules
There are 4 parts to the appendix. Appendix B1 lists the rules concerning suffixes related 
to function words. These suffixes can also be used directly with many nouns and also 
with verbs. Appendix B2 is the list of rules related to verbs. No formal rules have been 
developed for nouns and adjectives. In this sense there are no derivational morphs but 
only inflectional morphs. Appendix B3 is the list of suffixes and prefixes. Appendix B4 
defines the codes used in the syntactic analysis for the various grammar forms.
Appendix B1 Function Word Rules
The rule syntax is as follows. Removing suffix 1 results in a stem that has operations 
done on stem . Stem operations are denoted as 
(Type)(Letter Strings)(Position) 
where Type can be
(+ , , - ) meaning addition , no addition, deletion 
or ( +/- ) meaning delete the left string and add the right string;
Letter Strings are ASCII strings to add or delete. In cases where no operation or only one 
type of operation is to be done the rest of the field is left blank.
Position is optional and denotes where in the stem the change should happen. The 
position is with respect to the end (right hand side of stem) Default is 1 and means abut 
to the stem.
eg (+)('e')(2) means add to the stem letter e at position 2 from the end of stem
(+/-)(aViegh) means delete the part iegh from the stem end and substitute with a', 
from the end of the stem.
No operation is also valid. The decision for validity depends on whether the resulting 
stem, after stem operations, is a valid lexeme in the database. A valid lexeme assigns the 
corresponding part of speech, otherwise it assigns another part of speech if there is a 
valid default entry.
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ja
ja
ja
ja
i
ni
k
k
ek
ek
k
ek
k
ek
k
h
h
u
u
h
u
h
u
u
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
ha
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
kom
kom
kom
kom
kom
^ )0)
(+)(e)(2)
(+)(n)
(+/-)(a‘ / iegh)
(-)(o)(+)(e)(2)
(+)(n)
(+/-)(a' / iegh)
(-)(j)
(-)(i)
(+)(G)(2)
(+)(n)
(+/-)(a’ / iegh)
(+/-)(e/i)(2)
(+)(n)
(+/-)(a' / iegh)
(+/-)(e/i)(2)
(+)(n)
(+/-)(a' / iegh)
(-)(j)
(+/-)(e/i)(2)
(+)(a)
(+/-)(a' / iegh)
func(lst pers sing) 
func(lst pers sing) 
func(lst pers sing) 
func(lst pers sing) 
func(lst pers sing) 
func(lst pers sing) 
func(lst pers sing) 
noun(poss(lst pers sing)) 
noun(plur) 
func(lst pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
noun(poss(lst pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(2nd pers sing) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
func(3rd pers sing masc) 
noun(poss(3rd pers sing masc)) 
noun(sing)
func(3rd pers sing fem) 
func(3rd pers sing fem) 
func(3rd pers sing fem) 
func(3rd pers sing fem) 
func(3rd pers sing fem) 
func(3rd pers sing fem) 
noun(poss(3rd pers sing fem)) 
func(lst pers plur) 
func(lst pers plur) 
func(lst pers plur) 
func(lst pers plur) 
func(lst pers plur) 
func(lst pers plur) 
noun(poss(lst pers plur)) 
func(2nd pers plur) 
func(2nd pers plur) 
func(2nd pers plur) 
func(2nd pers plur) 
func(2nd pers plur)
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kom func(2nd pers plur)
kom noun(poss(2nd pers plur))
hom func(3rd pers plur)
hom (-)(i) func(3rd pers plur)hom (+A)(e/i)(2) func(3rd pers plur)
hom (+)(n) func(3rd pers plur)
hom (+/-)(a' / iegh) func(3rd pers plur)
hom (-)(j) func(3rd pers plur)hom noun(poss(3rd pers plur))
c (+)(1) art( )d (+)(1) art( )
n (+)(!) art( )r (+)(!) art( )s (+)(!) art( )t (+)(!) art( )
X (+)(1) art( )
z (+)(!) art( )z (+)(!) art( )I art( )
func( ) 
noun()
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Appendix B2 Verb Word Rtiles
This includes the morphological rules for verbs. The grammatical verb forms , forom, 
adopted here are not strictly according to the usual rules. They have been grouped for 
convenience into various subgroups for computer analysis.
The rules are separated into the various verb categories defined. These are types V 11 to 
V14, which include the verbs known as ewlenin. The categories V2 to V8 have the verbs 
known as kwadrilitteri and mnisslin.
For each category there are both prefixes and suffixes. In the following only the prefixes 
and suffixes of the verbs are treated. The pronoun suffixes, and the negative suffix are 
listed in Appendix B 3.
The rules are based on the root which is the 3rd person singular masculine in the past 
tense. The keys of the database contain the consonants of the root. For each type of verb 
considered, the input word can be: 
stem
prefix + stem 
stem + suffix 
prefix + stem + suffix
where prefix and suffix are defined in the rules. They are given in the first column and 
written as follows:
<prefix 1>, <prefix 2>, .. <prefix i > ; <suffix 1 >, <suffix 2> ..
The meaning is any of the prefixes is valid. The ' ; ' is an optional delimiter when there 
are both prefix and suffix. Any of the suffixes are valid. If there are no entries in the 
first column, it means that there are no valid prefixes or suffixes for that stem.
The second column is the stem, built in terms of 'C  and 'V  where 'C  means a consonant 
and 'V  means a vowel. For a given root, the stem consonants are identical to the root 
consonants in the sequence of the root consonants. The number of consonants in the stem 
should be equal to the number of consonants in the root, except for some special cases. 
The vowels in the stem do not necessarily have to be the same vowels as in the root, and
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their number and position can be different from those in the root. For example given a 
root word rabat, typical valid stems are 'irbaf , ' orbt', ' rabf. Note that the sequence of 
the three consonants, in the root and in any of the three stems is the same. Not so the 
vowels. The rule involving the stem is given as
(i) <blank>
(ii) + stem
(iii) stem +
(iv) + stem +
where blank implies the stem is the root word in the database; + implies a prefix or a 
suffix or both depending on its position. Any of the rules (i) to (iv) can optionally have 
a condition given as
<rule > / condition
where the rule is valid if the condition is true, otherwise the rule is not valid. Whenever 
in the stem 'C  is followed by a number, the number indicates the consonant in that 
position in the sequence of the root word. Romance verbs are classified as V I8. ( See the 
last entry). Because of their different structure the rules while using the same formalism, 
have a slightly different interpretation to satisfy the fact that the stem of romance verbs 
can vary considerably in length. Given a word under test, its consonants are used to find 
in the database possible valid verbs. The database has the verb category for each entry. 
The key consonants are not unique. The root words are unique. Clearly any verb 
homonyms cannot be resolved at the syntactic level. For a given verb and verb category, 
the grammatical category in column 3 is valid for the word given that column 1 + 
column2 = word under test.
A given input can have more than one valid answer. If there are no valid answers the 
word is tagged as an unknown. In each rule, an example is added. Some rules have been 
grouped together in category V I2, and referred to elsewhere, since these rules are 
common to other verb categories.
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Verb Category V ll; root type CVCVC ex kiser
n +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(lst, sing)) nikser
t +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tikser
j +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jiksert +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tikser
n ; X +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(lst, sing)) niksirx
t ; X +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tiksirx
j ; X +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jiksirxt ; X +VCCVC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tiksirx
n +VC2VC3 / Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) niret
t +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tiret
t +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tiret
j +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jiretn ; X +VC2VC3 / Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers( 1st,sing)) niritx
t ; X +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tiritx
t ; X +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tiritx
j ; X +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(md,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jiritxn ; u +VCCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,plur)) niksru
t ; u +VCCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tiksru
j ; u +VCCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jiksrun ; u +VCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(l st,plur)) naqilbu
t ; u +VCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) taqilbuu
j ; u +VCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jaqilbuun ; u +VC2C3+ / Cl = ’w’ verb(ind,pres,pers(l st,plur)) nirtu
t ; u +VC2C3+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tirtu
j ; u +VC2C3+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jirtut CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) ksirt
t CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) ksirt
t CVCVC+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,past,pers(l st,sing)) wiritt
t CVCVC+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) wiritt
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) kiser
; X verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) kisirx
jt C1C2V+ /C3 = 'gîi' verb(ind,past,pers(l st,sing)) fqajt
jt C1C2V+ /C3 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing))et CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) kisret
na CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) ksima
na CVCVC+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) wiritna
jna C1C2V+ /C3 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(l st,plur)) fqajna
tu CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) ksirtu
tu CVCVC+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) wirittu
jtu C1C2V+ /C3 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd plur)) fqajtu
u CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) kisruvccvc verb(imp,sing) ikser
VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(imp,sing) iret
u VCCC+ verb(imp,plur) iksru
u VC2C3+ /Cl = 'w' verb(imp,plur) irtu
m +VCCVC verb(partpass,sing,masc) miksur
m +VC2VC3 /Cl = 'w' verb(partpass,sing,masc) mirut
m ; a +VCCVC+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) miksura
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m ; a +VC2VC3+ /Cl = 'w' verb(partpass,sing,fem) miruta
m ; in +VCCVC+ verb(partpass,plur) miksunn
m ; in +VC2VC3+ /Cl = 'w' verb(partpass,plur) mirutin
CVVCVC verb(partpres,sing,masc) riekeb
a CVVCC+ verb(partpres ,sing,fem) riekba
in CVCC+ verb(partpres,plur) rekbin
CWCVC adj(sing,masc) riekeb
a CVVCC+ adj (sing,fem) riekba
in CVCC+ adj(plur) rekbin
a CVCC+ noun(sing) kisra
CCVC noun(plur) ksur
Verb Category V12; root type CVCC ex radd
n +CVCC verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nrodd
t +CVCC verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) trodd
j +CVCC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jroddt +CVCC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) trodd
n ; X +CVCC verb(ind,pres ,pers( 1 st,sing)) nroddx
t ; X +CVCC verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) troddx
j ; X +CVCC verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jroddxt ; X +CVCC verb(md,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) troddx
n ; u +CVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(l stjplur)) nroddu
t ; u +CVVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) troddu
j ; u +CVVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jroddu
ejt CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) raddejt
ejt CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) raddejt
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) radd
; X verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) raddx
et CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) raddet
ejna CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) raddejna
ejtu CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst plur)) raddejtu
ew,u* CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) raddeWySaddu
m +CVCC /Cl = 'm' verb(ind,pres,pers(lst sing)) mm iss
m ; X +CVCC /Cl = 'm' verb(ind,pres,pers(lst sing)) mmissx
m ; u +CVCC+ /Cl = 'm' verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,plur)) mmissu
c +CVCC /Cl = 'c' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing))
d +CVCC /Cl = 'd' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) ddoqq
g +CVCC /Cl = 'g' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd sing)) i io r rs +CVCC /Cl = 's' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) ssodd
X +CVCC /Cl = 'x' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) xxomm
z +CVCC /Cl ='z' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing))
z +CVCC /Cl = 'z' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) zzomm
c ; u +CVCC+ /Cl = 'c' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur))
d ; u +CVCC+ /Cl = 'd' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) ddoqqu
g ; u +CVCC+ /Cl = 'g' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) ggorru
s ; u +CVCC+ /Cl = 's' verb(ind,pres ,pers(2nd,plur)) ssoddu
X ; u +CVCC+ /Cl = 'x' verb(ind,près,pers(2nd,plur)) xxommu
z ; u +CVCC+ /Cl ='z' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur))
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z ; u* +CVCC+ /Cl = 'z' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) zzommu
CVCC verb(imp,sing) rodd
u CVCC+ verb(imp,plur) roddu
m +VCCVC verb(partpass,sing,masc) misdud
ra ; a +VCCVC+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) misduda
m ; in +VCCVC+ verb(partpass,plur) misdudin
noun xcmm
a CVCC+ noun xamma
* Note that the rales within the asterisks are used in other verb categories, but will not be
rewritten but only mentioned. These rales originate due to the consonants known as 'xemxin'.
Verib Category V13 root type CVCV ex beda
n ; a,i +VCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,sing)) nibda,nimxi
t ; a,i +VCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tibdojtimxi
j ; a,i +VCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing)) jib d a jim x i
n ; a,i +VC2 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nesa,nuri
t ; a,i +VC2 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tesOfturi
j ; a,i +VC2 /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing)) jesa,juri
n ; X +VCCW+ verb(ind,pres,pers( 1st,sing)) nibdiex
t ; X +VCCVV+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tibdiex
j ; X +VCCVV+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing)) jibdiexn ; X +VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,sing)) nesax
t ; X +VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tesax
j ; X +VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing)) jesaxn ; ew,u +VCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,plur)) nibdew,nimxu
t ; ew,u +VCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tibdew, timxu
j ; ew,u +VCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers (3rd,plur)) jibdew , jim xu
n ; w +VC2V+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(lst, plur)) nesaw
n ; u +VC2+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,plur)) nuru
t ; w +VC2V+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd, plur)) tesaw
t  ; U +VC2+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) turn
j ; w +VC2V+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd, plur)) jesaw
j ; u +VC2+ /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) juru
jt CCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) bdejt
jt CCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) bdejt
jt C2V /Cl = 'w' verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) esajtverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) beda
; X CVCVV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) bediex
VC2V verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,nasc)) uza
; X VC2V verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,nasc)) uzax
et CCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) bdiet
jna CCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,plur)) bdejna
jtu CCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) bdejtu
w CCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) bdew
VCCV verb(imp,sing) ibda
ew,u VCC+ verb(imp,plur) ibdeWjimxu
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VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(imp,sing) esa
w VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(imp,plur) esaw
u VC2 /Cl = V verb(imp,plur) uru
m +VCCV verb(partpast,sing,masc) m ibdi
m ; ja +VCCV+ verb(partpast,sing,fem) m ibdija
m ; jin +VCCV+ verb(partpast,piur) mibdijin
m +VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(partpast,sing,masc) mûri
m ; ja +VC2V /Cl = 'w' verb(partpast,sing,fem) murija
m ; jin +VC2V /Cl = V verb(partpast,plur) murijin
CVCV nounQ bidu
; ja CVC+ nounQ mixja
Verb Category V15 Root Type CVC or CVVC ex qanty qiem
n ; X +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,sing)) nqum,nqimx
t ; X +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tqum,tqimx
j ; X +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jq u m jq im xt ; X +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tqum,tqimx
n ; u +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,plur)) nqumu,nqimu
t ; u +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tqumudqimu
j ; u +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jqum ujqim u
t CVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) qom t,qim t
t CVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) qom t,qim t
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) qam,qiem
; X verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) qamx,qiemx
et + verb(ind,past,pers,(3rd,sing,fem)) qamet,qiemet
na CVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) qomna,qimna
tu CVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) qomtu,qimtu
u + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) qamu,qiemu
verb(imp,sing) qum,qim
u + verb(imp,plur) qumu.qimu
m +VCC3VC /C3 = 'j' verb(partpast,sing,masc) meqjum
m ; a +VCC3VC+ /C3 = 'j' verb(paitpast,sing,fem) meqjuma
m ; in +VCC3VC+ /C3 = 'j' verb(partpast,plur) meqjumin
a CVC+ noun(sing) qima
Verb Category 21 Root Type CVCCVC ex fatfar,qassam
n + verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,sing)) nfaifar, nqassom
t verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tfaîfar,tqassam
j + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jfarfarjqassamt + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tfarfar,tqassam
n ;x + verb(ind,pres,pers(l st,sing)) nfatfcox,nqassamx
t ; X + verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tfcafoax, tqasscanx
j ; X + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jfarfarxjqassamxt ; X + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tfcafœxytqassamx
n ; u +CVCCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers,( 1 st,plur)) nfarfru,nqassmu
t ; u +CVCCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tfarfru,tqassmu
j ; u +CVCCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jfaifrujqassm u
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t + verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) faifart,qassamt
jt C1VC2C3V+ /C4 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) qattajtt + verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) farfart,qassamt
jt C1VC2C3V+ /C4 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) qattajtverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) faifar,qassam
; X verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) farfarx, qassamx
et CVCCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) faifret,qassmet
na + verb(ind,past,pers(l st,plur)) fcofama,qassamna
na C1VC2C3V+ /C4 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(lst,plur)) qottajna
tu + verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) farfartu,qassamtu
tu C1VC2C3V+ /C4 = 'gh' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) qattajtu
u CVCCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) farfm,qassmu
CVCCVC verb(imp,sing) fatfar,qassam
u CVCCC+ verb(imp,plur) faifru,qassmu
* the rules in category V I2 also apply here *
m + verb(partpass,sing,masc) mfcafar,mqassam
m ; a +CVCCC+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) mfcnfm,mqassma
m ; in +CVCCC+ verb(partpass,plur) mfarftvimqassmm
CVCCVC noun(sing,masc) pespis,kahhal
a CVCCVC+ noun(sing,fem) pespisa, kahîl ala
Verb Category 22 Root Type CVCCV ex mexxoysaqsa
n +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers( 1st,sing)) nmexxi,nsaqsi
t +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tmexxi,ssaqsi
j +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jmexxiyjsaqsii +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) imexxi,isaqsi
t +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tmexxi,ssaqsi
n ; X +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nmexxix,nsaqsix
t ; X +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tmexxix, ssaqsix
j ; X +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jmexxixjsaqsix
i ; X +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) imexxix, isaqsix
t ; X +CVCCV verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tmexxix,ssaqsix
n ; u +CVCCV+ verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,plur)) nmexxu,nsaqsu
t ; u +CVCCV+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tmexxu,ssaqsu
j ; u +CVCCV+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jmexxu,jsaqsui ; u +CVCCV+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) imexxuyisaqsu
* the rules in category V12 also apply here *
jt CVCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) mexxejt,saqsejt
jt CVCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) mexxejt,saqse]tverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) mexxa,saqsa
; X CVCCVV verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) mexxiex,saqsiex
et CVCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) mexxietysaqsiet
jna CVCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(l st,plur)) mexxqnqsaqsejm
jtu CVCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) mexxejtUySaqsejtu
w CVCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) mexxeWySaqsew
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i CVCC+ verb(imp,sing) mexxiysaqsi
u CVCC+ verb(imp,plur) mexxu,saqsu
m +CVCCV verb(partpass,sing,masc) mmexxi,msoqsi
m ; ja +CVCCV+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) mmexxqqmsoqsija
m ; jin +CVCCV+ verb(partpass,plur) mmxxijb%msoqsijin
CVCCV noun(sing) mixja
j CVCCV+ noun(sing) mexxej
Verb Category 31 Root Types CVCVC or CVVCVC exs qarar,siefer
n + verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nqarar,nsiefer
t + verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tqarar,ssiefer
j + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jqararjsieferi + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) iqarar,isiefer
t + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tqarar,ssiefer
n ; X +CVCVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nqararx,nsefirx
t ; X +CVCVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tqararXySsifirx
j ; X +CVCVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jqararXyjsifirxi ; X +CVCVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) iqararXyisifirx
t ; X +CVCVC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tqararxyssifirx
n ; u +CVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,plur)) nqarm
n ; u +CVVCC+ verb(ind,pres ,pers( 1 st,plur)) nsiefru
t ; u +CVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) tqarm
t ; u +CVVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) ssiefru
j ; u +CVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jqarru
j ; u +CVVCC+ verb(ind,près,pers(3rd,plur)) jsiefru
i ; u +CVCC+ verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) iqarru
i ; u +CWCC+ verb(ind,près,pers(3rd,plur)) isiefru
* the rules in category V12 also apply here *
t CVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) qarart,sifirt
t CVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) qarartysifirt
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) qararsiefer
: X CVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) qararx,sefirx
et CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) qarret
et CVVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) siefret
na CVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1st,plur)) qammOySifima
tu CVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) qamrtUySifirtu
u CVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) qairu
u CVVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) siefru
verb(imp,sing) qarar,siefer
u CVCC+ verb(imp,plur) qarm
u CVVCC+ verb(imp,plur) siefru
m + verb(partpass,sing,masc) mqarar,msiefer
m ; a +CVCC+ verb (partpass,sing,fem) mqarra
m ; a +CVVCC+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) msiefra
m ; in +CVCC+ verb(partpass,plur) mqarrin,msefrin
CVCVC noun(plur) safar
a CVCC+ noun(sing) scfra
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a CCVC+ noun(sing) qrara
CCVC noun(plural) qrar
Verb Category 32 Root Types CVCV or CVVCV exs qaqa,nieda
n,tj,i ; i +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) jqaqi
; i +CVVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) iniedi
; u +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) tqaqu
; u +CVVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) iniedu
; ix, +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) jqaqlx
; ux +CVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) inedux
Jt CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1st,sing)) qaqejt,nidejt
jt CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) qaqejt,nidejtverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) qaqa,nieda
; X CVCVV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) qaqiex,nediex
et CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) qaqiet
et CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) nidiet
jna CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) qaqejna,nidejna
jtu CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) qoqejtu,nidejtu
w CVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) qaqew,nidew
i CVC+ verb(imp,sing) qaqi
i CVVC+ verb(imp,sing) niedi
u CVC+ verb(imp,plur) qaqu
u CVVC+ verb(imp,plur) niedu
m ; i +CVVC+ verb(partpass,sing,masc) mniedi
m ; ja +CVCV+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) mnedija
m ; jin +CVCV+ verb(partpass,plur) mnedijin
CVCV noun qaqa
Verij Category 51 Root Type CCVCCVC exs tfarfar
ni + verb(ind,pres ,pers( 1 st,sing)) nitfarfar
ti + verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) titfatfar
ji + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jitfatfarti H* verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) titfatfar
ni ; X + + verb(ind,pres,pers(lst,sing)) nitfarfarx
ti ; X + + verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) titfarfarx
ji ; X + + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jitfarfatxti ; X + + verb(md,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) titfatfarx
ni ; u + + verb(ind,pres ,pers( 1 st,plur)) nitfatfm
ti ; u + + verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,plur)) titfatfru
ji ; u + + verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,plur)) jitfarfru
t CCVCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) tfatfart
jt C1C2VC3C4V+ /C5 = 'gh ' verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) tqattajtt CCVCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) tfatfart
jt C1C2VC3C4V+ /C5 = 'gh 'verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) tqattajtverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) tfatfar
; X 4* verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) tfatfarx
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et CCVCCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tfaffret
na CCVCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) tfarfama
na C1C2VC3C4V+ /C5 = 'gh 'verb(ind,past,pers( 1st,plur)) tqattajna
tu CCVCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) tfaifartu
tu C1C2VC3C4V+ /C5 = 'gh 'verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) tqattajtu
u CCVCCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) tfarfm
verb(imp,sing) tfaifar
u CCVCCC+ verb(imp,plur) tfarfm
mi + verb(partpass,sing,masc) mitkellem
mi ; a +CCVCCC+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) mitkellma
mi ; in +CCVCCC+ verb(partpass,plur) mitkellminccvccvc noun(plur) tfarfir
a CCVCCVC+ noun(sing) tfarfira
Verb Category 52 Root Type CCVCCV ex staqsa
ni +CCVCCV
ti +CCVCCV
ji +CCVCCV
ti +CCVCCV
ni ; X +CCVCCV+
ti ; X +CCVCCV+
ji ; X +CCVCCV+
ti ; X +CCVCCV+
ni,ti,ji ; u , ux +CCVCC+ 
ni,ti,ji ; w , wx +CCVCCV+ 
jt CCVCCV+
jt CCVCCV+
; X CCVCCVV+
et CCVCCV+
jna CCVCCV+
jtu CCVCCV+
w CCVCCV+
CCVCCV 
CCVCCV+ 
CCVCC+ 
+CCVCCV 
+CCVCCV+ 
+CCVCCV+ 
+CCVCCV+
w
u
mi
mi ; ja 
mi ; jin 
mi ; ja
verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nistaqsi
verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tistaqsi
verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jistaqsi
verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tistaqsi
verb(ind,pres,pers( 1 st,sing)) nistaqsix
verb(ind,pres,pers(2nd,sing)) tistaqsix
verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) jistaqsix
verb(ind,pres,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tistaqsix
verb(ind,pres,plur) jistaqsu
verb(ind,pres,plur) titmexxew
verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) staqsejt
verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) staqsejt
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) staqsa
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) staqsiex
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) staqsiet
verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) staqsejna
verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) staqsejtu
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) staqsew
verb(imp,sing) staqsi
verb(imp,plur) tmexxew
verb(imp,plur) staqsu
verb(partpass,sing,masc) mistoqsi
verb(partpass,sing,fem) mistoqsija
verb(partpass,plur) mistoqsijin
noun(sing,fem) mistoqsija
Verb Category 61 Root Types CCVCVC or CCVVCVC exs tqatel,tbierek
ni, ti, ji 
ni, ti, ji ; x 
ni, ti , ji : u
+CCVCVC
+CCVCC+
verb(ind,pres,sing)
verb(ind,pres,sing)
verb(ind,pres,plur)
nitqatel, titbierek 
nitqatibCytitberikx 
nitqatlu
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ni, ti, ji : u +CCVVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jitbierku
ni, ti, ji : ux +CCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jitberkux
t CCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) tqatiltytberikt
t CCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) tqatilt,tberikt
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) tqatelytbierek
; X CCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) tqatilXjtbenkx
et CCVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tqatlet
et CCVVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) tbierket
na CCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) tqatilna, tberikna
tu CCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) tqatiltu, tberiktu
u CCVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) tqatlu
u CCVVCC++ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) tbierku
verb(imp.sing) tqatelytbierek
u CCVCC+ verb(imp,plur) tqcalu
u CCWCC+ verb(imp,plur) tbierku
CCVCVC noun(plur) tberik
a CCVCVC+ noun(sing) stedina
a CVCCVC noun(sing) taqbida
CVCCVC noun(plur) taqbid
Verb Category 71 Root Types CCVCVC or CCCVCVC exs
nqalebyntrabatjHStamcU
ni, ti, ji + verb(ind,près,sing) ninqcdeb,nifîtmbot
ni, ti, ji ; X + + verb(ind,pres,sing) ninqalebx,nmtnabatx
ni, ti, ji ; u CCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) ninqcdbu
ni, ti, ji ; ux CCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) ninqcdbux
ni, ti, ji ; u CCCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jintrabtu
ni, ti, ji ; ux CCCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jintrabtux
t CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) nqlibt
t CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) nstamatt
t CCCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) nstmatt
jt C1C2C3V+ /C4='gh' verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) nblajt
jt C1C2C3C4V+ /C5 = 'gîl ' verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) nstmajtt CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) nqlibt
t CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) nstamatt
t CCCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) nstmatt
jt C1C2C3V+ /C4='gîi' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) nblajt
jt C1C2C3C4V+ /C5 = 'gîl'verb(inipast,pers(2nd,sing)) nstmajtverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) nqaleb,ntrabat
; X + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) nqalebx, ntmbatx
et CCVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) nqalbet
et CCCVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) nstamtet
na CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) nqlibna
na CCCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,plur)) ntrabatna
na CCCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(l st,plur)) nstmatna
na C1C2C3V+ /C4='gîi’ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) nblajna
na C1C2C3C4V+ /C5 = 'gîl 'verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) nstmajna
tu CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) nqlibtu
tu CCCVCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) ntrabattu
tu CCCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) nstmattu
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tu C1C2C3V+ /C4='gh' verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) nblajtu
tu C1C2C3C4V+ /C5 = 'gh'verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) nstmajtu
u CCVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) nqcdbu
u CCCVCC+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) ntrabtu
verb(imp,sing) nqcdeb,ntrabat
u CCVCC+ verb(imp,plur) nqcdbu
u CCCVCC+ verb(imp,plur) ntrabtu
Verb Category 72 Root Types CCVCV or CCCVCV exs ItewOyiîtwera
ni, ti, ji + verb(md,pres,sing) niltewa,jintw era
ni, ti, ji ; i +CCC verb(md,pers,sing) tixtri
ni, ti, ji, ; w +CCCVC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) niltwew
ni, ti, ji ; w +CCCVCV+ verb(ind,pres,plur) nintwerew
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCC+ verb(ind,pres ,plur) jixtru
ni, ti, ji ; x +CCVCVV+ verb(ind,pres,sing) niltewiex
ni, ti, ji ; x +CCCVCVV+ verb(ind,pres,sing) jintwenex
ni, ti, ji ; ix +CCC+ verb(ind,pers,sing) tixtrix
ni, ti, ji, ; wx +CCCVC+ verb(ind,pres ,plur) niltwewx
ni, ti, ji ; wx +CCCVCV+ verb(ind,pres,plur) nintwerewx
ni, ti, ji ; ux +CCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jixtrux
jt CCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(l st,sing)) Itwejt
jt CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) ntwerejt
jt CCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) Itwejt
jt CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) ntwerejtverb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) ltewa,ntwera
; X verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) ltewiex,ntwenex
et CCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rs,sing,fem)) Itwiet
et CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) ntweriet
jna CCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1st,plur)) Itwejna
jna CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) ntwerejna
jtu CCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) Itwejtu
jtu CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) ntwerejtu
w CCCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) Itwew
w CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) ntwerew
verb(imp,sing) ltewa,ntwera
w CCCV+ verb(imp,plur) Itwew
w CCCVCV+ verb(imp,plur) ntwerew
Verb Category 73 Root Types CCVCC, CCCVCC exs staddyStqarr
ni,ti,ji + verb(ind,pres,sing) nistaddytistqarr
ni,ti,ji ; u +CCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) tistaddu
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jistqarru
ni,ti,ji ; x + + verb(ind,pres,sing) nistaddxytistqcmx
ni,ti,ji ; ux +CCVCC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) tistaddux
ni, ti, ji ; ux +CCCVCC+ verb(ind,pres ,plur) jistqarrux
ejt + verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,sing)) staddejt,stqarrejt
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ejt + verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc))
staddejt, stqarrejt 
staddfStqarr
; X + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) staddXyStqarrx
et
ejna
staddejna, stqarrejna
+
+
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) 
verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur))
staddetyStqarret
ejtu + verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) staddejtUyStqonrftu
ew,u + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur))
verb(imp.sing)
stadduy stqarrew 
staddyStqarr
u + verb (imp,plur) staddUyStqanu
mi +CCCVCC verb(partpast,sing,masc) mistqarr
mi ; a +CCCVCC+ verb(partpast,sing,fem) mistqaira
mi ; in +CCCVCC+ verb(partpast,plur) mistqanin
Verb Category 81 Root Types CCVC, CCVVC, CCCVC,CCCVVC 
exs xtaq,dbielynstab,strie h
ni, ti, ji +CCVC verb(ind,pres,sing) jistad
ni, ti, ji +CCVVC verb(ind,pres,sing) tixtieq
ni, ti, ji +CCCVC verb(ind,pres,sing) ninstab
ni, ti, ji +CCCVVC verb(ind,pres,sing) jistrieh
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCVC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) nistadu
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCWC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jixtiequ
ni, ti, ji : u +CCCVC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) tinstabu
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCCVVC+ verb(inc,pres,plur) jistrieh u
ni, ti, ji +CCVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) jistadx
ni, ti, ji +CCWC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) tixtieqx
ni, ti, ji +CCCVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) ninstabx
ni, ti, ji +CCCVVC+ verb(ind,pres,sing) jistriehx
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCVC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) nistadux
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCVC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) jixtiqux
ni, ti, ji : u +CCCYC+ verb(ind,pres,plur) tinstabux
ni, ti, ji ; u +CCCVC+ verb(inc,pres,plur) jistrihux
t CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( lst,sing)) xtaqtydbilt
t CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) nstabt
jt CCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1st,sing)) stadejt
jt CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) strihajtt CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) xtaqtydbilt
t CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) nstabt
jt CCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) stadejt
jt CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing))
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing))
strihajt
xtaqydbiel
; X + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing)) xtaqxydbielx
et + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing)) xtaqetydbielet
na CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) xtaqnaydbilna
na CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,plur)) nstabna
jna CCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) stadejna
jna CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) strihajna
tu CCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) xtaqtUydbiltu
tu CCCVC+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur))
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jtu CCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) stadejtu
jtu CCCVCV+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) striîiajtu
u + verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) xtaqUyStrieu
verb(imp,sing) dbielyXtaq
u + verb(imp,plur) dbielUyStadu
mi + verb(partpast,sing,masc) midbiel, m istrieh
mi ; a + + verb(partpast,sing,fem) midbiela,mistneha
mi ; in +CCVC+ verb(partpast,plur) midbilin
mi ; in +CCCVC+ verb(partpast,plur) mistrihin
mi + noun() mistrieh
mi ; a +CCCWC+ adjO mistrieha
mi + adj( ) midbiel
mi ; a +CCVVC+ adj( sing) midbiela
m +VCCVC adjCplur ) musfar
m ; a +VCCVC+ adj(sing ) musfara
Verb Category 18 Root Types <CV...>, <VC...xCCV...> exs
salya,attend.appennetta,skoija
*These are romance verbs. All root types finish with the vowel 'A' . The symbolism <
 > means the whole entry 'CV structure, with the rules that all 'C  must remain the
same and in sequence, and that the 'V  must retain their place, in this case, but may 
change value. For consistency with the rest of the rules the final 'A' is not considered so 
that the root stem is assumed to finish with the last consonant*/
n, t, j ; a, i +< >4- verb(ind,pres,sing) nsalvOyjattendi
n, t, j ; aw, u +< >+ verb(ind,pres,plur) ssalvaw,nattendu
* the rules in category V12 also apply here *
ni, ti, ji : a, i +< >+ verb(ind,pres,sing) nipperm etti, niskoija
ni, ti, ji ; aw, u +< >+ verb(ind,pres,plur) nipperm ettu, niskorjaw
ajt, ejt < >+ verb(ind,past,pers(lst,sing)) attendejtyskorjcgt
ajt, ejt < >+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,sing)) attendejtySkorjcgt
verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,masc)) attendOySkorja
at,iet < >+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,sing,fem)) skorjatyOttendiet
ejna, ajna < >+ verb(ind,past,pers( 1 st,plur)) attendejna
ejtu,ajtu < >+ verb(ind,past,pers(2nd,plur)) attendejtu
ew,aw < >+ verb(ind,past,pers(3rd,plur)) attendew
a,i < >+ verb(imp.sing) pperm etti, skoija
u,w < >+ verb(imp,plur) pperniettUySkoijaw
at, ut < >+ verb(partpass,sing,masc) ppermettutySkojjat
ata, uta < >+ verb(partpass,sing,fem) ppermettutOySkorjata
ati, uti < >+ verb(partpas s,plur) ppermettuti, skorjati
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Appendix B3 Affixes
This has the list of the suffixes and prefixes that can be combined with the verb. The list includes 
also the direct verb prefixes of the present tense, and the direct verb suffixes of the past tense, 
for completeness. Note that the second list is needed to transform to a minimal set for the internal 
computer search.
Suffixes
K
EK
OK
IK
T
ET
IT
U
TU
HU
I
IN
A
NI
H
W
L
IL
J
X
NA
NIE
HA
HIE
KOM
HOM
;2nd person singular pronoun
;2nd person singular pronoun
;2nd person singular pronoun
;2nd person singular pronoun
;lst and 2nd persons singular past tense, verb
;3rd person singular feminine past tense,verb
;3rd person singular feminine past tense, verb
;3rd person singular pronoun; plural present tense verb;
;2nd person plural past tense, verb
;3rd person singular pronoun; must be followed by an indirect object 
pronoun
;lst person singular pronoun, singular present tense verb;
; part of JIN which is the past participle plural;
; singular present tense verb;
;lst person singular pronoun, 3rd person plural past tense, verb 
;3rd person singular pronoun
;3rd person plural past tense, verb; plural present tense verb;
;indirect object first character
;indirect object first characters where the I is vokcdi tcd-leh&n 
; part of the 'JT' 1st and 2nd person singular past tense,verb 
;means negative, only allowed as last suffix;
;lst person plural past tense verb,used only as last suffix;else corrupted 
to NI or NIB
;lst person plural past tense verb
;3rd person singular feminine pronoun, used only as last suffix, else 
corrupted to HIE
;3rd person singular feminine pronoun 
;2nd person plural pronoun 
;3rd person plural pronoun
Prefixes
I N , N  
IT,  T
;lst person singular and plural present tense verb 
;2nd person singular and plural present tense verb
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IJ, I, J ;3rd person singular and plural present tense verb
IM, M ;past participle singular and plural;
If the first two consonants are geminate then the following prefixes are allowed
IC , ID, IN, IR, IS, rr, IX, IZ, IZ, C, D, N, R, S, T, X, Z, Z
;2nd person singular and plural present tense verb
For the verb form, the strict verb prefix suffix uses the following subset of the prefixes and 
suffixes in the surface word. Rules are used to reduce or change the actual prefix and suffix to 
this form. Note that blank entries indicate the lack of a suffix or prefix for that particular entry.
Suffixes
A
U
W
T
JT
FT
IT
N
JN
TU
JTU
U
X
IN
JA
singular present
singular present, noun, adjective; past part singular feminine 
plural present 
plural present
1st, 2nd person singular past; 3rd person singular feminine past 
1st, 2nd person singular past
3rd person masculinesingular past; imperative singular;
3rd person singular feminine past 
3rd person singular feminine past 
1st person plural past 
1st person plural past 
2nd person plural past 
3rd person plural past
plural present; 3rd person plural past; imperative plural 
present singular; 3rd person masculine singular past 
past participle plural; 
past participle singular fenminine;
Prefixes
N
T
J
;lst person present verb 
;2nd person present verb 
;3rd person present verb 
; past tense
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Appendix B 4 Field Structure for Syntactic Database
1st
Singular 2nd 3rd m asculine
Present 3rd feminine
1st
Piurai 2nd
3rd
indicative
P ast
Singular
1st 
2nd 
3rd m asculine 
3rd feminine
1st
Plural 2nd
3rd
Indicative =1 Present =1 Singular=l 1st Person
Past -  2 Plural =2 2nd Person
3rd Person M = 3 
3rd Person F = 4 
Appendix B4-1 Fields for Verb Form Indicative
Imperative
Singular
Plural
Verb
Past Participle
Singular
Masculine
Feminine
Plural
Verb = 1 Imperative = 2 Singular =1 Masculine = 1 
Past Part. = 4 Plural = 2 Feminine =2
Appendix B4-2 Fields for Verb Forms Imperative and Past Participle
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Similarly the field stracture for Noun is
Noun =3 Singular =1 Masculine = 1 
Plural -2  Feminine = 2
and for Adjective
Adjective = 2 Singular = 1 Masculine = 1 
Plural = 2 Feminine = 2
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Grapheme to Phoneme Rules
The rules have the form left context, grapheme, right context, phoneme, and a condition 
which specifies either the range coverage of the rule, or a condition. The right context, 
left context and condition are optional. An example is also included. For a complete list 
of the symbols used for the graphemes and the phonemes, please refer to Appendix A. 
The formalism for each rule is
grapheme phoneme / (left context), (right context) : condition
1 a A basai
2 a A: qam
3 a ho 0 : tahom
4 e E seraq
5 C e hiC .ghiC E; fehimni
6 ie I: bierek
7 0 0 qorob
8 b B basai
9 b p,k,t,f,c, P libsa
10 c 6 ktina
11 d D dort
12 d p,k,t,f,c. T dud
s,x,h ,q,_
13 f F fadal
14 f b,d,g,g, V fdal
v,z
15 g n nigem
16 g p,k,t,f,c, 6 îirigt
S,x,îl,_
17 g G grada
18 g p,k,t,f,c, K spag
S,X,îl,_
19 h hemm
20 h _ fih
21 C h V seraqhom
22 i,ie h ie,i,e,a,o,u J fihom
23 u h a,ie,i,o,u W ncfuha
24 V h V deher
25 h hasel
26 j J mixja
27 k K kîiem
28 k b,d,g,g, G kbima
v,z
29 1 L kliem
30 m M kliem
31 i m d N mimdud
a used equivalent to ie
different vow els as front and back  
context
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32 m f N qamfus
33 n N naqas
34 n b M denh
35 i n 1 L nlumu
36 i n m M inmekkek
37 i n r R inrabbi
38 gîl gîiamel
39 gîl fieragh
40 c,v gîl v,c Ighabt.nilagîlbi
41 ie gîii EJ miegîlï
42 ie gîlu OW tieghu
43 V gîl hV îagîîhom
44 V gîl V laghab
45 ie gîl e J qieghed
46 P P posta
47 q Q baqar
48 r R karta
49 s S stampa
50 s b,d,g,g,
v,z
masgar
51 t T telaq
52 t b,d,g,g,
v ,z
D tbajja
53 V V travu
54 V F kattiv
55 w W wasal
56 X X kaxxa
57 X b,d,g,g, xbajt
58 V X V televixin
59 z Z zalza
60 V zz V DZ gazzetta
61 z ° zrar
62 z p,k,t,f,c,
S ,x ,î l ,_
S zfin
63 ' laqa'
64 à A università
65 è E kcfè
66 î I
67 ô 0 perà
68 ù U tabù
69 V s X_ S kinisx
70 s s X_ s rassx
71 V s S_x X miss xejn
72 V z X s nehmizx
73 z z X_ ° gîlozzx
74 V z z_x X gîlozz xejn
75 V t X i tmajtx
76 V d X i riedx
77 V d dx,tx i roddxyridtx
78 V t s z gîiatsa
79 V d s z ghadsa
80 V d ds z imqaddsa
81 n d n N ghandna
list o f  words 
list o f  words
across words
across words
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* grapheme ' i ' has two phonemic renderings - i as in English 'bid', and Y as in English 
'beat'. The rules for ' i ' have been kept together. In general i followed by two consonants 
retains the phoneme ' i ' with conditional rules that alter it to 'Y'. The grapheme ' i ' 
followed by one consonant in general has the sound of ' Y ' with condition rules that 
keep the sound ' i
82 i CC I silta not exception
83 i kx_ Y nmexxikx verbs present singular, types 
V 13,V 22 ,V 32 ,V 52 ,V 72
84 n i kx_ Y ksimikx verbs past plural person 1st
85 C i C x_ Y ssibx
tqimx
verbs present singular, type V I 5- 
root CiC
verbs im perative singular, type 
V 15.
86 C i Cna_,Cni_,
C hom _,C lek_
C kom _,Cha_,
C li_,C lu_
Y ssibna
qimha
verbs present singular; type V I 5; 
root CiC;verbs im perative singular 
, type V I 5
87 i lha_,lhom _ Y staqsilha verbs present singular, types 
V 13,V 22 ,V 32 ,V 52 ,V 72
88 i tha_,tna_,
tkom _,thom _
Y xbubitkom nouns list ending in -IJA
89 i C ni_,Cha_,
C na_,Ckom _,
C hom _
Y habibna nouns list
90 i CC Y artiklu exceptions list
91 i c_,cv Y mina not exception
92 C i CVC I kiser verbs past 3rd person singular type 
V l l ,  V71
93 i hV ,qV ,jV
h_ ,q _ ,h _
I
I
rqiqa
staqsih
94 i tu_,tek_ I kisntek verbs past singular 3rd person  
fem inine,types V 12 ,V 15 ,V 21 , 
V 31,V 73,V 81
95 C i CV I mixi nouns from  verbs type V I 3- stem  
C VCV
96 n ,tj i g i_ ,gu _ I nigi verb present type irregular - g ie
97 C i Cu I tqimuni verb present plural type V  15 sfem 
CiC
98 C i C at_,Caw _
C aw x_,C -ajt_,
Cajna_,Cajtu_
I nigajna verb type V I 8 present plural, past 
singular lst,2nd,3rd fem inine, 
plural
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99 C i CV I filatelija word n sy llab les n>=3; present 
syllable m < n -l;
100 C i CV I nivverifika verb past singular 3rd person  
m asculine type V I 8 rom ance affis 
list
101 c i CV  I word n sy llab les n > = 3; romance 
prefixes and su ffixes lists
* grapheme 
'look' and ' i
'u' follows the same general pattern as for ' i 
i ' as in 'boot'.
' with two phonemes ' u ' as in
102 u CC u suldat not exception
103 u kx_,lha_ ii 
lhom _
jiksm kx
xtaqulha
verb presen t plural; types
V 11 ,V 1 2 ,V 1 3 ,V 1 5 ,V 2 1 ,V 2 2
V 3 1 ,V 52 ,V 73 ,V 81 ,V 18
104 c u C na_,C ni_,C ha_ ii 
C kom _,C lek_,C li_  
C lu_,C hom _
busli verb present singular type V 15 - 
stem  CuC
105 u C ni_,C na_,C ha_ ii 
Ckom  ,C hom _
flusna nouns list
106 u CjV dubju nouns list
107 u CV studja verb singular past 3rd person rms: 
list
108
109
u
u
C _,CV  Ü
îl_ .q _ ,w _  u 
h V ,q V .w V
mur
fuqi
not exception
110 c u Cin u miksurin verb partpast plural, type V l l
111 u CV u buqar nouns list
112 V u W moma u u function word
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